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STEPS IN THE RACE TO OUTER SPACE

Nuclear Rocketship
Despite the sky-high transportation costs,

Lunar manufacturing should prove eco-

nomically viable. With unlimited Solar

power, controlled atmospheres and ad-

vanced automation, a considerable com-

merce could be realized in delicate in-

struments, rare minerals, reactor cores

and other items that might be more ef-

ficiently processed or produced in the

Moon's perfect vacuum.

To supply the Moon colonists, and to

carry their production back to Earth,

special rocketships will be developed.

Nuclear energy is the most promising

source of propellant power. The ship

shown here utilizes nuclear fission for

heat and hydrogen gas as a working

fuel. From pressurized tanks, the gas is

fed through a heat exchanger, expanded,

and expelled for the motive thrust.

When the craft leaves Earth, it carries

only enough gas for a one-way trip. For,

by extracting hydrogen and oxygen from

Lunar rocks, Moon settlers will be able to

refuel the rocketship for the return

age. This will permit smaller fuel ta|>

on the craft and larger payloads.

Inertial navigation systems will pia;

increasing role in the exploration of 01

space. now providing such

terns for the Air Force ATLAS ICBM

be in the vanguard of the race to o

space. /UtMA . . . Garden City

A Division of American Bosch Arma
:;
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FOR DETAILED INFORMATION on rubberized fabric—and how it can save for you—write

Goodyear, Aviation Products Division, Akron 16, Ohio, or Los Angeles 54, California.

AVIATION PRODUCTS BY

GOOD>YEAR
tnflatoplane—T. M. Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron 15, Ohio

RE AIRCRAFT LAND ON GOODYEAR TIRES, WHEELS AND BRAKES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND
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THE Industrial

Airbrasive Unit

We don't recommend slicing up the family's fine Limoge China, but this

does illustrate the precisely controlled cutting action of the S. S. White

Airbrasive Unit. Note how clean the edge is, and how the delicate ceramic

decoration is unharmed.

The secret of the Airbrasive is an accurate stream of non-toxic abrasive, gas-

propelled through a small, easy-to-use nozzle. The result is a completely cool

and shockless cutting or abrading of even the most fragile hard materials.

Airbrasive has amazing flexibility of operation in the lab or on an automated

production line. Use the same tool to frost a large area or to make a cut as

fine as .008" !... printed circuits ... shaping and drilling of germanium and

other crystals . . . deburring fine needles . . . cleaning off oxide coatings . . . wire-

stripping potentiometers... engraving glass, minerals, ceramics. Jobs that

were previously thought impossible are now being done.

Send us samples and specs on your difficult jobs and let us

test them for you.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 5705A

complete information.
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Dept. 20A, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
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COVER: the Honest John is now

in the hands of Italian NATO
troops. U.S. soldiers remain in

that country to operate two Corpo-

ral battalions (see p. 15).

BOSTON area is booming with

plants like these, especially along

Route 128, the "Golden Industrial

Semicircle." M/R survey of dra-

matic growth begins on p. 12.

CHECKING electronic equipment

of the new Armstrong Whitworth

Flutter Dart, a British rocket test

vehicle for investigating aircraft

wing flutter (p. 18).

PRINTED circuit's original art-

work is checked by a Ryan tech-

nician. An M/R survey shows big

advances in technique (p. 22).
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Zippered nose cone cover

foils moisture, dust, abrasion

To protect the polished finish of missile nose cones from

assembly to countdown, B.F.Goodrich fabricated unique

zippered "all-weather" Nose Cone Covers for Avco's Research

and Advanced Development Division.

Made from neoprene coated nylon fabric, this shipping

cover has non-rigid neoprene ribs and spacers that keep it

from riding down on the cone. Special B. F. Goodrich Pressure

Sealing Zippers provide easy access and removal— yet seal

positively against dust, dirt, grime, damaging impact.

B. F. Goodrich was asked to engineer this special project

because of its widely-known ability to manufacture coated

fabrics to any shape or size— as in aircraft baggage pat,

In addition, the space-saving B. F. Goodrich Zipper—

i

widely for air ducts, inspection ports, access doors, and aile

gap seals —withstands any pressure up to the maxim

strength of the zipper itself. And it, too, can be fittee

complex contours.

Tricky sealing problems like this one are just part of

day's work at B. F. Goodrich. Next time you have sue

problem and need an answer—fast—write or call B. F.Gootb

Aviation Products, a division of The B.F.Goodrich Compi

Dept. MR-79, A\ron, Ohio.

B.F.Goodrich aviation produc
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Washington Countdown

IN THE PENTAGON

A Lockheed Polaris . . .

is expected to be launched from a surface ship

sometime within the next six weeks. The
launching from a tube aboard the Polaris Test

Ship Observation Island in the Atlantic prob-

ably will be preceded by the launching of a

Polaris from a sea motion simulator at Cape
Canaveral.

• • •

Meantime, wider use for Polaris , . .

is being stressed by Navy officials—apparently

with an eye to hit at AF proposals to in-

corporate the Polaris system in SAC. Navy
officials note Polaris subs will be able to per-

form patrol and ASW jobs while on station.

Also, they plan to be able to launch Polarises

from surface ships such as the new nuclear-

powered cruiser Long Beach.

• • •

Two new Army missiles . . .

Davy Crockett and Convair's Red Eye, are

reported being sought by the British Army.
Both are light nuclear-warhead hurling weap-
ons designed for the use of troops in the field.

• • •

A top-level Air Force committee . . .

is studying ways to tighten up the weapon
system concept of management. The commit-
tee is particularly looking for ways to improve
programming and possibly slow down the

rotation of project officers.

• • •

Curtailment of operations . . .

at the sizable U.S. missile tracking base on
Fernando Noronha Island off Brazil is re-

ported to be in the works. Reason: Not enough
data collected to justify the high cost.

• • •

Pentagon R&E Director Herbert York. .

.

is trying to avoid some of the inter-service

knife play that helped undercut onetime
Missile Czar William Holaday. The ex-czar

had only one military adviser representing all

three services. York has appointed one mili-

tary adviser from each service.

ON CAPITOL HILL

A major public airing . . .

of repeated delays in the nuclear-powered air-

craft program is the goal of the Joint Atomic

Energy Research Subcommittee's forthcoming

hearings. The two-day open hearings—first on

the ANP program since it began more than

a decade ago—are expected to start about

July 22. Subcommittee members are expected

to charge the Administration with setting back

three years the development of a nuclear-

powered aircraft—a potential principal car-

rier of ALBM's.

• • •

The Hebert Subcommittee . . .

has called in a team of experts to compile

results of its questionnaire poll of retired mili-

tary and Federal civilian officials employed

by defense contractors. Results are expected

to begin to show up when the subcommittee

calls in a parade of ex-military brass later

this month.
• • •

The Martin Mace-B . .

.

is now expected to survive the congressional

ax after all. Language in the Senate version

of the defense appropriations bill would per-

mit the Air Force to get new funds for

Mace under a general money transfer clause

permitting the switching of money from other

projects. The House probably will go along.

AT NASA

Little Joe, the poor man's Atlas . .

.

will be tested later this month at NASA's
Wallops Island Test Center. Little Joe, which

costs a sixth as much as an Atlas, is a cluster

of six solid-propellant rockets capable of

boosting a Project Mercury man-in-space

capsule to a speed of about 4000-miles an

hour for testing escape equipment.

AROUND TOWN

Some of the reports . . .

that are being passed as the "latest" in the

nation's capital:

. . . Congressional Democrats are feeling

the pinch of Democratic Advisory Committee

demands for billions more for defense.

. . . The French are planning to build a

huge missile range—probably in French West
Africa.

. . . Some top Pentagon officers are warn-

ing that development of manned space ve-

hicles is a life-or-death race with Russia.
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A UNIQUE APPROACH TO INFRARED GUIDANCE
This precision spherometer measures a unique material de-

veloped at Hughes for infrared guidance. It can measure the

curvature of the dome's surface to an accuracy of 10~6 meters.

The material tested is unique in that it is completely opaque in

the visible region, yet transmits very well in the infrared. First

application of this material to military equipment requirements

was carried out at Hughes.

This project is just one of the advanced studies in all phases of

radar, inertial and infrared guidance currently underway at

Hughes Research & Development Laboratories.

Assignments in missile guidance now open include:

Physicists to conduct Radiation Detector Studies

E.E.'s for Experimental Circuit Design

E.E.'s for IR Systems Studies

E.E.'s for Servo Analysis and Simulation

Optical Designers

The salary structure for the above positions reflects the advail

nature of the assignments. Please inquire by writing directh .

Dr. Allen Puckett, Assoc. Director, Hughes Systems Devel

ment Laboratories.

the West's leader in advanced electronics HUGHE
j

Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City 54, California

1

m m
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Industry Countdown

All signs continue to point . . .

to Boeing as winner of the Dyna-Soar

contract despite Air Force decision to

delay making award. Indications are that

the "further studies of various aspects

of the program" announced by Air Force

involve strong political pressure for

greater spreading out of the big money
package—particularly to firms that have

suffered cutbacks in other programs.

STRUCTURES

France is cutting off . . .

production of Sud Aviation 4200 and 4500
ground-to-ground missiles and concentrating

on development of a ground-to-ground bal-

listic missile. Work will be done at Sud's

Cannes plant. Sud also is researching a stra-

tegic ballistic missile to be developed by
SEREB.

• • •

Raytheon Hawks . . .

will be in large-scale production shortly. As-

sembly of the Army's operational anti-aircraft

missile will begin late in the summer at the

Red River Arsenal, Texarkana, where major

components will be shipped from all over the

nation. Guidance packages will come from
Raytheon's Andover, Mass., plant; solid-fueled

motors from Aerojet-General's Sacramento
facility; frames from Northrop Aircraft, Ana-
heim; warhead from Iowa Ordnance Depot;

and missile shipping containers from the Wil-

liamson Co., Madison, Ind.

Production of advanced Terriers . . .

is under way at the Convair-operated Naval
Industrial Reserve Ordnance Plant at Pomona,
Calif. The new solid two-stage Terriers will be

a major weapon in the Navy's missile arsenal.

The new guided missile frigate Dewey will get

it first.

Air Force now setting up . . .

precision calibration laboratories at many of

its bases. About $6 million has been allocated

for equipment and contracts have been let.

Aim is for 168 of the labs ultimately. They
will be utilized chiefly for maintaining accur-

acy of measurement for extremely close-tol-

erance missile components.

Under $2 million AF contract . . .

Lockheed Aircraft will build four 1400-mph
F-104 jet fighters as missile target drones.

• • •

Navy interest in explosive forming . .

.

of refractory metals is increasing. BuAer has

awarded Chromalloy Corp. substantial con-

tract to develop new techniques and practices

in producing complicated shapes.

ELECTRONICS

Missile site survey unit . . .

is being formed by the Air Force at Orlando

AFB to establish exact location of ICBM,
IRBM and space vehicle launching. Data will

be used to increase accuracy of plotting tra-

jectories—and aid in predicting missile impact.

• • •

Funding for Midas and Sentry . . .

in Fiscal 1960 is now set. AF is putting $19.1

million into Midas ballistic missile early warn-

ing satellite and $4.45 million into Sentry

recon satellite. Midas facilities are to be situ-

ated in remote area of the United Kingdom.
Convair Atlas boosters will be used to put both

systems in orbit.

PROPULSION

Avco Lycoming Division has won . . .

$6 million Aerojet-General contract to make
second and third stage Minuteman motor

chambers, and chambers for Polaris.

• • •

Theoretical studies . . .

of propellant sloshing and dynamic propellant

tank deformation is part of a $1 million re-

search assignment handed the Army Ordnance

Missile Command by NASA. AOMC also will

investigate celestial mechanics of missile and

space vehicle trajectories and ablation effects.

• • •

More monopropellant research . . .

will be undertaken by Stauffer Chemical. Navy
contract for $100,000 is third awarded the

company by the services in high-energy field.

SPACE MEDICINE

Two-man space cabin simulator . . .

will be delivered in October to the new $10
million Air Force School of Aviation Medicine

at Brooks AFB. San Antonio. School person-

nel are now in process of moving from old

quarters across town at Randolph AFB.
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.NEWS IS HAPPENING AT NORTHROpA

AIRBORNE. ..NEW USAF
The T-38 Talon fills a vital requirement of the Air Training Command.
It is a lightweight, low-cost aircraft in which our new generation of

space age airmen can safely master the art of supersonic flight.

Pioneering a new Northrop family of economical manned aircraft for

the space age, the Talon is a direct result of teamwork between Norair
and suppliers. This T-38 Team that made the trainer a reality is now I
producing it under USAF contract at Hawthorne, California. Soon to f
follow is the N-156F multi-purpose fighter, American-designed for our
free-world allies.

The T-38 Talon stands as the latest airborne evidence of Norair
capability and production know-how. Norair's creative management
further adds to the accomplishment by trimming production costs

with methods that include PACE — the unique Performance And Cost
Evaluation program; new and superior quality controls; and Norair-
conceived, years-ahead production techniques.

A Division of NORTHROP CORPORATION

NORAIR Hawthorne, California

10 Circle No. 3 on Subscriber Service Cord.



NASA Braces To Fight Cuts

by Paul Means

Vashington—Two Russian dogs

ed Snowfiake and Daring, and an

uned Russian rabbit could be

A's best bet to rejuvenate Con-
:'s flagging interest in space re-

:h.

rhe latest Soviet space experi-

! came after the House lopped

>68 million from NASA's supple-

ial FY '59 and FY '60 budgets,

just before the Senate began its

erations.

Congress leaped into action after

Russians orbited Sputnik I in

'ber of 1957, claiming that the

linistration had been stingy with
i research money. NASA hopes
the latest Russian experiment will

arly shake Congress out of its

:nt lethargy.

1 What could happen—If the space

cy has to make do with $68 mil-

less, it may mean that the whole
!A schedule for space research, in-

ing Project Mercury's attempt to

the first man in space, will have

: revised.

Schedules for the big space boost-

such as Vega, Centaur, Nova, and
rn, will have to be lengthened so

they do not run out of money,
firings of Vega, expected in late

, may have to be delayed,

"he cut will also mean less space re-

:h, without the insurance in some
> of back-up shots in case the

iexperiment fails.

One-two punch — The House's

t-face on money for space re-

h culminated last week when the

:e Appropriations Committee
1 to cut the NASA budgets by
>00,000. Committee member Rep.

rt Thomas (D-Tex. ) defended the

by stating that NASA had more
:y than it could spend wisely,

adding to space agency's woes was
:hnical point of order raised by
H. R. Gross (R-Ia.) which elimi-

1 what was left of the $48,354,000
le NASA FY '59 supplemental.
Gross pointed out that a recently

d law forbids the House to appro-
i money for NASA not "here-

authorized by the House Com-
e on Sciences and Astronautics.

Committee had authorized the

lemental before the passage of

ifes and rockets, July 13, 1959

the law (P. L. 8645) not "hereafter"

as the language of the law requires.

The House then salvaged $18 mil-

lion of Project Mercury R&D funds

in the supplemental by tacking them
onto FY '60 budget. Lost was $22,-

725,000 for construction and equip-

ment, bringing the total loss to the

NASA budget to $68 million.

NASA officials are confident that

the House space committee will either

re-authorize the funds kicked out by
Rep. Gross's technicality, or amend
P. L. 8645 so that the words "here-

after" do not apply to their earlier

authorization of this money.
• The real danger—What they are

worried about is the $45,500,000 cut,

which NASA Administrator Dr. Glen-

nan warns will cripple efforts to estab-

lish U.S. leadership in space research.

NASA spokesmen point out that

the $35,145,000 cut in R&D funding

would severely cut into the funds avail-

able for the development of advanced
systems, such as Vega, Centaur, Nova,
and Saturn. They point out that $310
million of the $354 million NASA
asked for in R&D money goes for fixed

costs required to continue contractual

obligations started in 1959, and to pay
for operational costs of already ordered

items.

To cut $35,145,000 out of the

R&D budget—as the House has done

—

leaves NASA with only $8,305,500

for development of advanced systems.

In order to re-balance the program,

NASA scientists say they will have to

delete scheduled space flights, slow

down procurement of equipment for

these flights, and delay important ele-

ments of the NASA flight program.

Such delays could have interna-

tional repercussions as well as deny-

ing NASA scientists needed knowledge.

The cut in Project Mercury R&D
funds in the FY '59 supplemental by

10% will mean according to NASA
spokesmen, a slowing down of the pro-

gram, thereby jeopardizing the U.S.'s

chance of being the first nation to place

man in orbital space flight.

Other important programs, such as

the meteorological and communica-
tions satellite programs, and nuclear

engine research under Project Rover,

may have to be delayed.

• Tracking threatened — Another

cut NASA officials say the program

cannot sustain is the $7,325,000 slash

in the construction and equipment al-

location. If the funds trimmed out by
Rep. Gross's technicality are included,

NASA's construction and equipment
budget would be cut by $30,050,000.

Much of this money is needed for

the Project Mercury tracking range,

without which the astronauts cannot
take their first ride into space. The
importance of the new tracking facili-

ties was underlined recently when
NASA attempted to award the con-
tract for construction and integration

of the range by July 1.

The House cut also reduced the

NASA proposed salaries and expenses

budget by $3,030,000, which will deny
the use of 100 new employees to the

space agency. Many of the new NASA
employees were to man the expanded
worldwide tracking and observation

installations.

• Rock bottom—NASA had pretty

well wrung its budget dry before sub-

mitting it to Congress. In fact, some
observers had felt that the NASA
budget was too small, and that the

space agency would have to ask for

fore funds later in the year. (See

M/R, April 20, page 24.) Dr. Glen-

nan admitted as much in criticizing

the House cut, stating that the Space

Agency had learned that money for

certain projects did not go as far as

its had originally seemed it would.

NASA hopes for restorations of

the House cuts rest first with the Sen-

ate Appropriations Committee, chair-

manned by Sen. Carl Hayden (D-

Ariz.) If the space agency gets by
this hurdle, then action by the Senate

as a whole and the Senate-House Con-
ference will decide the budget's fate.

• Friend in power—A strong ally

on the side of the space agency should

be Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon
Johnson of Texas, chairman of the

Senate Aeronautical and Space Sci-

ences Committee, which has already

authorized the NASA budget in total,

and an advocate of space research

since the launching of Sputnik I.

If the majority leader can swing

the support of his party, then pros-

pects are good that the NASA budget

cuts will be restored. In the House,

the Republicans in general favored

the total NASA budget and the Demo-
crats favored the cuts.

1 I



Boston- Hub of Space Research I

Tracing the development of a proud city's leadership

in many fields of the space race; a look at the famous

'Golden Semicircle'— second in a series of regional surveys

by William E. Howard

Boston—Few cities physically

show the nation's explosive growth in

missile/ space manufacturing and re-

search more than Boston—a culturally

endowed community which long ago

laid claim to being the "Hub of the

Universe," and where industry today is

in the process of making this extrava-

gant boast come true.

The entire metropolitan area is

rapidly emerging as the country's lead-

ing research center. Scientists in hun-

dreds of laboratories are conceiving

and putting together the sophisticated

offensive and defensive weapons of to-

morrow. And they are responsible for

much of the brainwork going into

astronautic systems which one day will

enable man to explore space.

Nowhere is the magnitude of this

fast-expanding activity more eye-ar-

restingly apparent than along a 65-mile

stretch of superhighway skirting the

city from north to south in a great arc.

Down the length of this busy artery

there already are more than 200
modern plants employing more than

30,000 persons.

This is Route 128—Boston's

"Golden Industrial Semicircle." Less

than 10 years ago, it did not exist.

Route 128 was only a country road

meandering through meadows and

woods, and connecting suburbs.

Where there were pig farms only

a few years ago, today "industrial

parks" are springing up. Once-quiet

towns are the scene of more develop-

ment. Industrial brick and mortar in-

vestment alone is estimated at $140
million. The entire complex—including

business and home development—is

valued at more than $500 million, and

the figure is increasing.

Land values have shot up from

12

$1000 an acre to as much as $26,000

—with plenty of takers. All segments

of industry are represented in this

booming new area. But electronics is

far and away the most predominant.

• Key to growth—Originally, con-

version of Route 128 into an express-

way was conceived primarily as a way
to divert traffic around Boston's con-

gested streets. But by the time it was

opened in 1951, developers were al-

ready making plans to attract new
industry. Electronics manufacturers

just beginning to open a vast new mar-

ket were the first to see its advantages

for locating efficient one-story plants

—

with the highway affording quick

transportation and the historic old

towns offering pleasant living.

Gravitation to Route 128 was slow

at first. Then research took over, mush-

rooming the growth of the electronics

industry and forcing the construction

of new plant facilities. Concurrently,

in the early '50's, came the develop-

ment of missiles with their heavy elec-

tronic requirements.

One after the other, Raytheon Mfg.

Co., CBS Electronics, Sylvania Electric,

Avco and other well-known companies

moved out to the new highway.

Paving the way for the migration

were such real estate developers as the

Boston firms of Cabot, Cabot & Forbes

and R. M. Bradley & Co. They were

the ones that launched the industrial

park plan, offering in one package a

ready-prepared site, well-located, and

engineering facilities to design any

type of plant for purchase or lease.

Both firms are credited with contribut-

ing greatly to the orderly development

of Route 128.

Thirteen industrial parks are either

completed or in final construction

stages and three more are being started.

These parks are absorbing, toe

ever-mounting number of new
spawned in the dawning of the I

Age.

Illustrative of what is happeni

the case of Itek Corp. Founded I

two years ago by four Boston Uil

sity engineers, Itek now has more
700 employes engaged in classifie!

connaissance satellite and other

work. In quick order it bought

plant on 128, leased 65,000 squart

of the Waltham Watch Co. works

is planning to build a laboratory

43-acre site in Lexington near

"Golden Semicircle." Incidentally,

also has a new West Coast installs

Another spectacular exampi

Transitron. Founded six years ago

eight employes, it now has 3000^

is the second-largest semicond

producer in the nation.

In the past two years more

$52 million has been poured intc

plants along Route 128—and i

opers feel there is room to doubl

present total. Visibly supporting

optimism, the fabulous expansion

keeps on accelerating.

• Air Force millions—Perhap

biggest single contributor to the I

ing boom—not only along 12a

elsewhere in the metropolitan a|

the Cambridge Research Center 1

Air Force's Air Research and De!

ment Command. CRC has beef

still is funneling millions of dollatf

research.

As of May 3 1 , CRC had out?

ing 1199 contracts totalling $32C

lion. Millions more in contracts-

duction and research—are being p>

into the area by the AMC, N
ARPA, the Army and Navy, an|

vate industry as well.

• The MIT influence—Han

missiles and rockets, July 13,



OF the Boston area shows some of the towns where many missile/space plants

sprung up. More than 50,000 persons are employed along Route 128 alone.

with CRC as a font of new ideas,

ledge—and industrial talent—is

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

y. Scores of firms owe their exist-

to MIT, through its creation of

productive fields of research and
>ion of brains to work them,

arvard and other Greater Boston
itions also are producing a con-

ns stream of technical talent,

i September, the Mitre Corp., a

i-profit organization which takes

ime from MIT, will move into

million plant at Bedford along

: 128. Mitre, under a contract

MIT, serves as the technical staff

le Air Defense System Integration

ion working on correlating activi-

f human operators with the com-
2lectronic gear of SAGE,
titre, which has H. Rowan Gaither
lairman of its board, expects to

id to a $5 million facility and
ually employ 1500 to 2000. The
presently is located in Lexington,

b ironically, the liberty of the na-

^as once entirely in the hands of

human operators. On the village green

77 Minute Men armed with muskets
fired on the British in 1775 in the first

conflict of the Revolutionary War.
MIT made history at its Lincoln

Laboratory along Route 128 by bounc-
ing a signal off of Venus in February,

1958, when it was 28 million miles

from earth, with a 90-ton radar tele-

scope. It took a year to decipher the

data, and the feat was disclosed only
a few months ago.

From MIT's Instrumentation Lab-
oratory, headed by Dr. Charles S.

Draper, has come the all-inertial guid-

ance system for Titan, which is being

manufactured by A. C. Spark Plug Di-
vision of Genera] Motors, and many
more important contributions to the

defense effort.

• Within a decade—Greater Bos-
ton Chamber of Commerce officials

estimate there are more than 430 mis-

sile, electronics and nucleonics-con-

nected industries—almost all founded
within the past decade. These are

scattered throughout the area. At last

count, however, 63 were situated along

Route 128.

One of the oldest research firms is

the Arthur D. Little Co. of Cambridge,
which among other items is deep in

cryogenics and is preparing the design

and specifications of MSE for fueling

Atlas and Titan. National Research
Corp., also of Cambridge, has just come
up with a new cryogenic storage vessel

which has insulation improved by a

factor of 15 over conventional devices.

At Waltham, Infrared Industries is

producing missile guidance devices; at

Lawrence, missile-carrying cases are be-

ing made by Craig Systems; and at

Burlington, Dynamo tries Inc. is hard

at work on an Avco subcontract mak-
ing measuring devices for Titan nose

cones.

The activities of Greater Boston

firms go into virtually every missile/

space system, either as components or

—as in the case of Raytheon, which

has the prime contract for Sparrow
and Hawk—the entire system.

The business scene shifts continu-

ally. Bomac, producer of Klystron

tubes at Beverly, Mass., at the north-

ern end of Route 128, recently merged
with Varian of Palo Alto, Calif. Texas
Instruments of Dallas has acquired

Metals ,& Controls Corp. of Attleboro

—the nation's first privately-owned

nuclear fuel manufacturer.

Bostonians are looking to at least

three firms to put them in the fore-

front of the space race. Avco at its

new $23 million laboratory in Wilming-
ton is working on interplanetary shock-

wave research and developing space

systems. At the new Goodrich-High
Voltage Astronautics Inc. in Burling-

ton, work is being launched in develop-

ment of ion propulsion engines. And
at Raytheon engineers are working on
a "sky station" which would hover

miles above the earth in a fixed posi-

tion—powered by microwaves beamed
from the ground.

THAM Research & Development Park. Thirteen industrial

( are either finished or in final construction stages.

fs and rockets, July 13, 1959

BUILDING AT the Arthur D. Little, Inc., West Cambridge

Research Center, heavy in both cryogenics and major MSE.
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First Things First—

A Formula for Reliability

An expert decries our misplaced

emphasis on perfecting assemblies

and urges priority for materials

by John N. Dick
(Colonel USAF, Ret.)*

Washington—A new word has

made its way to the top of the vocabu-

lary of modern weapon systems—the

word RELIABILITY.
The concept of reliability as applied

to military materiel is not new, of

course, but with the coming of every-

day missile firing and the approach of

manned space travel, the word has as-

sumed new importance. Contributing

to awareness of the vital importance

of component reliability have been:

• Serious and substantial failures of

critical aircraft, rocket and missile mis-

sions, including some repeated failures

of missiles considered to be operational.

• Recognition that the failure of

one small and perhaps inexpensive part

can abort a mission costing millions of

dollars.

• The tremendously high costs of

modern systems and equipment, includ-

ing both astronomical initial cost and

continuing high costs of maintenance.

Recognition of the necessity for re-

liability goes beyond the military, of

course. Intense national interest has

developed as a result of some spectacu-

lar and highly publicized missile fail-

ures, and as a natural by-product of the

international race in space travel. As
a result of this interest, accompanied
by some concern and doubt as to our

scientific and production capabilities.

Congress has looked into these areas.

As their awareness of the critical

nature of component reliability has

grown, military materials suppliers have

come to recognize reliability as a

functional responsibility of organiza-

tion.

• Washington District Manager
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
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Although reliability problems have

been better denned and some praise-

worthy efforts made to solve them, on

the whole these efforts have been too

sophisticated for complete success. The
basic flaw is that the primary effort to

insure reliability is applied at the wrong

end of the complex weapon system pro-

gram. Too much engineering time and

attention have been devoted to per-

fecting an assembly of complicated

components, and not enough to per-

fecting individual parts and—even more
important—the basic materials them-

selves.

How effective is it to require 100%
lesting of component parts for reliabil-

ity without fully appreciating and per-

fecting the specifications of the basic

materials from which they are pro-

duced?

• Misplaced emphasis—Because of

the knowledge, ability and experience

of topflight aeronautical designers, the

emphasis in missile design has been on

sophisticated performance of very com-

plex systems', not enough attention has

been given to development of materials

capable of such performance. A by-

product of this misplaced emphasis is

that much research and development

effort is expended not in the laboratory

but on the shop or factory floor—the

least efficient and most expensive place

for research and development.

Despite the excellent technical ad-

vice and assistance which commercial

suppliers can provide the military in

areas of metals, ceramics, chemicals

and other materials and services, the

systems designer and operator often

have the impression that they must

work only with whatever materials are

in being. Except in the laboratories of

some progressive suppliers, the concept

of vigorous and thorough basic R&D

of new materials, designed for speJ

and exacting performance requirenKi
is not well-established. The result

"fire-fighting" system of stamping,
weaknesses and "crash programs"!
rected at troublesome areas boost I
terials costs and subtract from 1
overall quality which could be obta '$

with available funds.

If a broad solution to the pro!J
is to be found, policy thinking all
defense will have to be re-orienl

Basic research will be required to I
a better perspective on the system!
the future.

• Present and future—ImmeJ
solutions to the practical problems!
reliability will demand more attenfl

(and surely more funds) for:

• More thorough study of the I
terials now in use in systems and cl
ponents.

• Determination of their strenS

and weaknesses, their full capabill

and their shortcomings.
• Determination of the preB

qualities required to make the mate!
more useful and the systems morel
liable.

• Determination of which mateB
are most likely to succeed as hardvB

and fuel in the Space Age.
• An aggressive research prog*

in those most likely to succeed, fle>fl

enough to change direction and eraiB

sis in the future.

Future solutions will require: I

• Constant review of weapons I
defense systems—those in being, f fl

in design and even those that are m
a wild gleam in some designer's eyem

• Determination of extreme |l

quirements of environment, invol g

temperature, stress, erosion, cornwB
radiation, shock, friction, acousjl

elements and expectable life of 9
terials.

• Continuous review of all knH
materials which show promise offl

solving any of the problems raisefH

these environmental factors. MajoiH

search effort should be applied in I
direction.

• A wedding of materials resell

with fabrication research in ordeH

achieve maximum results in both all

• Prospecting for new areas ofH
terials research, keeping uppermosB

mind the environmental problemsS
the directions of progress indicateiH

accomplished research.

By putting first things first, b)M

orienting our thinking to give a I
priority to basic materials researchjB

should eventually make it possibleB

the systems designer to specify hisjB

terials requirements and fabricm

methods, and incorporate these tim

made materials into his gimmick oM
morrow with a much higher degreM

reliability than he can achieve tocH

missiles and rockets, July 13, I



Missile Troops in Italy

by Clarke Newlon

ie following dispatch was sent

Italy by M/R's Executive Editor,

ouring Europe.

cenza—The Western World's

my missile command is stationed

s part of NATO-earmarked forces

are armed with obsolete weap-

ecently reduced in strength by

and still a potent force because

"mystery of atomic power."

ie missile unit is part of the

;rn European Task Force
\F) and operates under the

and of Col. Melville B. Coburn.

itil June of this year it had been

with the Corporal missile and

onest John rocket, both with nu-

tvarheads. On June 30—by coin-

e, perhaps, the end of the U.S.

year—the two Honest John bat-

; were formally turned over to

tlian army, which had been train-

j
use them since Jan. 1. Simul-

isly, the command's personnel

ut in half, from 4000 to 2000.

he fact that we have obsolete

least obsolescent weapons is not

tant to the people of Italy," Co-
said. "To them SETAF is a

estation that there is an atomic

in Italy and that it is here to

It is a part of the mystery of

; power."

; recalled that last October his

command loaded an Honest John

wo USAF planes—a C-124 and
30—one carrying the rocket and

her support equipment, and flew

ialonika, Greece. There they fired

th only a conventionally-loaded

ad—at a target on the hillside.

V'e had no right to be that ac-

," said Coburn, "but we hit the

dead center. The Greeks were
idously impressed that in just

lours we had flown in and fired

pmic weapon. And when they

I us unload the rocket from the

piey were not at all sure it wasn't

pningly atomic."

fTAF itself is under the com-
of Maj. Gen. John P. Daley and
ated in Verona, some 33 miles

Vicenza. In addition to the 1st

Army Missile Command, it in-

the SETAF Logistical Command
ona.

Organized in 1955—In the spring

55 it became apparent that the

an peace negotiations were headed
success, which meant the with-

l of Allied troops from Austria.

s and rockets, July 13, 1959

Thus NATO moved to create a new
American military command in Italy

as a defensive move to fill the void

created by the neutralization of Aus-

tria, and SETAF came into being on

Oct. 25, 1955.

The Missile Command still operates

two battalions of Corporals, sky cav-

alry which would drop reconnaissance

teams behind enemy lines in time of

war, an engineering battalion and a

signal company. It works with Italian

forces to carry out atomic demolition.

The area covered by the command is

175 miles broad and 100 miles deep,

all of it roughly north of Vicenza.

Facing this area are the six passes

over the Alps through which enemy in-

vaders traditionally come. They are,

from north to south, Resia, Brenner,

Dobbiacs, St. Croce, Tarviso and Go-
rizia. The latter leads from the famed
Ljubljana plains of Northern Yugo-
slavia.

In event of war, one of several

major jobs facing the missile command
would be demolition of these passes

by atomic blasts. The Italians have the

actual responsibility for destroying the

passes, or making them impassable, but

the missile command has control of

the atomic demolition packages and
the job of getting the Italian forces and
the nuclear explosives to the scene.

To do this, the command has

worked out three teams of three heli-

copters each. The first would carry the

atomic store. This, it was revealed,

weighs 1500 pounds, the same weight

as the warhead of the Corporal and
Honest John, regardless of what force

MISSILEMEN of U.S. Army's 1st Missile

Command, Southern European Task Force,

supervise an Italian Army cadre servic-

ing the Honest John solid-fueled rocket.

the atomic blast may be. The second
'copter carries equipment and the third

personnel.

The Italians are expert, Col. Co-
burn said, in the art of destroying tun-

nels, bridges and roads. By boring a

"room" some 40 feet into the side of

a mountainside at just the right place

to strike a "fault," they can, with the

force behind an atomic blast, bring

down the entire mountainside. Asked
if they would close all the passes in the

event of war, Coburn said, "Yes, if we
were so directed."

• Living by mobiUty—The colonel

feels that if war comes the primary

job of his command is to stay alive by

mobility. He said his force has shown
that it can move the huge carriers of

the Corporal and Honest John around

the mountain roads of the extremely

rough terrain of the area. In combat,

the units would fire from one pre-

located position and race to another,

never firing twice from the same place.

Coburn said that each of the bat-

talions turned over to the Italians was
equipped with 254 Honest John rock-

ets, but did not say whether all were

nuclear-armed. The solid-fueled rocket

weighs 5900 pounds; in a demonstra-

tion, an Italian Army team trucked

one up, transferred it to the firing plat-

form and theoretically fired it in about

10 minutes. It is fairly accurate at its

15.8-mile range.

The Corporal, two battalions of

which the missile command retains, is

fueled with nitric acid, aniline and

compressed air. It is guided to the

target by radar and has a range of 80

miles.

"The Corporal," said Col. Coburn,

"is either extremely accurate or hor-

rible. And we're never quite sure which

it will be."

Col. Coburn would like to have the

Sergeant, a follow-on to the Corporal

which is solid-fueled and much less

complicated in its guidance system. In

the event of war each of his battalions

could get off four Corporals on the first

day, if all went well, but only one each

12 hours thereafter, largely due to the

preparation-for-firing complications.

• Waiting for Pershing—In addi-

tion to the Sergeant, which the colonel

isn't counting on getting any time soon,

he also has a great yearning for an

800-mile missile—typified perhaps by
the Pershing, now under development

by the Army, although its range will

probably be more in the neighborhood
of 500 miles at first.
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ARPA Seeks Blue Sky 1

Defense Against Russian Missiles!

More than $208 million has already been

spent or earmarked for Project Defender—

the search for something better than Zeus

by James Baar

"Come, we shall have some fun now!"
thought Alice. "I'm glad they've begun
asking riddles . .

."

—Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Washington—Scratch a military

man and he will tell you that sooner

or later a relatively cheap and work-
able defense is found for every new
weapon.

This is the faith that led the United
States, through the Pentagon's Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency, to

put up $80 million in FY 1959 for re-

search aimed at trying to find a "blue

sky" defense against Soviet ICBM's.
The same faith encouraged the

United States through ARPA to plan

to throw another $128 million into

the same program in FY I960. As of

now more than 30 private companies
and institutions are taking part.

The program—called Project De-
fender—is of such fantastically increas-

ing complexity that it makes such
medieval problems as counting angels

on the heads of pins appear easy by
contrast. It involves study of such pos-

sibilities as death rays, anti-gravity ma-
chines and magnetic walls.

The glittering goal of the entire

effort is the development of an ICBM
defense that would be both much bet-

ter and much cheaper than the Army's
Nike-Zeus—the multibillion-dollar sys-

tem being developed by Western Elec-

tric and Bell Telephone Laboratories.

The Zeus program is considered to

be America's only chance to have an
AICBM within the next eight to 10
years. It is scheduled to be operational

in 1963.

• In the dark—"Maybe Zeus is

the best kind of thing we can ever

16

get," one top Pentagon scientist said

recently. "But we feel there must be

something else.

"We're like men in a pitch-black

hallway looking for the key to a locked

door. Maybe in the end we'll find there

is no key at all. Or, maybe we'll find

it in one of our pockets."

He shrugged and stared at a black-

board partly covered with half-erased

formulas and sketches.

"You know, we really know so

damn little about ICBM phenomena,"
he said. "That's what this research is

all about. We're trying to find out

more about it."

• The fat pitch—In its simplest

form, the ICBM defense problem in-

volves one nuclear-tipped ICBM hur-

tling toward you at a speed of Mach 24.

Let us say this ICBM is fired at

you from Russia at 7 A.M. EST al-

most any day in 1961 as you sit down
to eat breakfast in New York. It will

arrive about 7:30, giving you hardly

enough time to have a second cup of

coffee.

However, you are not incapable of

coping with this kind of threat to your
breakfast and all future ones besides.

BMEWS, the huge radar sys-

tem being constructed in Alaska and
Greenland, is designed to alert you
that an ICBM is on the way. Thanks
to BMEWS, you would have about 20
minutes to do something about it.

If you had Zeus handy, which you
won't in 1961, you could pick up the

ICBM when it was about 10 minutes

away with the powerful Zeus track-

ing radar.

The radar would feed tracking

data into the big Zeus computer. That,

in turn, would calculate the ICBM's
trajectory, launch a Zeus at the cor-

rect moment and direct it to an ifl

ception point.

You may now go finish yourra

fee. But you won't do it in peace. 1
have too much to worry about, hi

ICBM threat is certain to get il

more complex.

• Complications—Russia is

pected to have the capability to la I
a devastating ICBM attack on 'hi

United States about 1962. More!:r,

this capability is expected to increiflj

and not just in numbers and reliall

If the United States puts an ofl

tional Zeus in the field in 1963, Eiiia

is expected to be able to reply byiB
ing the game a lot tougher.

Five or maybe 10 ICBM's coiijl

fired at a target. Also, the sitiflj

could be further confused by se {Bf

along decoys of varying degreiflj

sophistication.

For example, the ICBM ifl

casing and engine can be blowflj

after its propellant is exhausted, j'W

viding dozens of objects that w:HJ

with the warhead along the sanrflj

jectory.

Some weight can be sacrifiaflj

that balloons or somewhat heavieiflj

like decoys can be separated fronBJ

payload and follow the same trajeflfl

All of these would begin tcflj

their efficacy upon re-entry. ButflJ

more weight could be sacrificed t<pi

vide heavier decoys which would

late warheads re-entering the !

phere.

Also, it may be possible to d<

low weight decoys capable of sir
'

ing a warhead both beyond and

atmosphere.

Nor is this all.

• And more complications

—

!

payloads could be designed to

missiles and rockets, July 13,



!aff to confuse tracking. Warhead

M could be sacrificed to install

jus types of electronic counter

iures equipment capable of jam-
- and further confusing radar. And
r type of radar shielding or absorb-

laterial may be developed.

inally, warheads can be divided

f;ht—and possibly their course can

tered. Instead of five or 10 war-

ji flashing toward a target, you

>j have 50 or 100 warheads pack-

•actional yields all still more pow-

i: than the A-bombs that devastated

•ifaima and Nagasaki.

ere then is the full threat: Space

Iky are crowded with hundreds of

as. All are flying the same ballistic

l\ at Mach 24. Many possibly

u;e course. Score on score of them

ecoys. Dozens more contain va-

a types of anti-radar equipment.

(Somewhere in this mass are scores

riclear warheads.

lis pattern of attack would occur

titaneously over not one or two ci-

;,SAC bases or industrial sites, but

reds.

iRPA contends an attack of this

eis fully possible by 1969—only

I ears away. It contends many
hi of it are possible before then.

iich an attack would confront a

qse system with the extremely dif-

II triple job of:

pighting off the electronic count-

i|sures.

jDetecting which among thou-

cjj of speeding objects are heading

ihich target.

Discriminating among all objects

ichg for a particular target to de-

irie which are warheads that must

ftercepted.

"be only active defense alternative

laying this vast game of "war-

iqyarhead who has the warhead"
tcprevent all of them from getting

o;h.

Jany Pentagon experts agree that

t/Jcould handle the early stages of

nreat with reasonable if costly

4s. Army officials also contend

tZeus is flexible enough so that

ti threat becomes more and more
njex Zeus can be improved to meet
Bt here there is disagreement.

Something else—A number of
ntgon scientists believe that there

£ point beyond which the Zeus
^computing system can not be
eleably improved and the con-
ul use of Zeus would involve

rtomical costs. Therefore, they
ltjid something else is needed. Here
Uvs Project Defender begins.

kfender, which absorbs about

% of ARPA's annual effort, is

de Harold N. Beveridge, formerly
kerophysics Development. Dr.

-ftd Holbrook has been serving

as assistant chief of ARPA's scientific

missile defense branch while on leave

from the Rand Corp. The program,

in turn, is divided into seven areas in-

cluding radar, interception, discrimina-

tion and advanced programs.

At present, the project's main work
is to collect and evaluate large amounts

of data on ICBM flight phenomena.
One way that this is being done is

through minute observation of ICBM
and IRBM flights from the Atlantic

and Pacific Missile Ranges. ARPA
maintains ships for this purpose off

both the East and West Coasts.

Another way is through minute

measurements of launchings of a spe-

cial six-stage missile developed for

ARPA by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. It is capable

of launching at relatively low cost a

payload that re-enters the atmosphere

at the speed of an ICBM. Launchings

are being conducted at NASA's Wal-
lops Island Test Center.

"We are looking for vulnerability,"

an ARPA official explained. "Where
can we get at those warheads? How?"

• Spending—The 1959 ARPA
budget provided $25 million for the

study of missile flight phenomena. The
1960 budget provides $44,650,000.

Here are the budget figures for the

program's three other major categories:

Identification and kill—$10,000,000
in FY '59, $17,600,000 in FY '60;

radar and computing—$23,000,000 in

FY '59, $35,250,000 in FY '60; explor-

atory research—$22,000,000 in FY
'59, $30,600,000 in FY '60.

One of the most intriguing explora-

tory research projects is GLIPAR

—

the Guide Line Identification Program
for Anti-Missile Research.

The first phase of the program

—

$1.5 million worth of contracts spread

out among 12 firms—calls for thinking

up and studying any "blue sky" idea

that might lead within the next 20
years to an anti-missile weapon. The
firms are to try to prove that the ideas

are not feasible because they violate

natural laws or some other permanent
factor. Anything not rejected on these

grounds will be considered for future

investigation.

Meantime, ARPA has been con-

ducting research and exploratory stud-

ies on such proposed anti-missile weap-
ons as:

• Death Rays—The intense con-

centration of beams of electromagnetic

radiation, causing incineration. A big

drawback would be cost.

• Anti-Gravity—-The search for

some means to reverse the effect of

gravity on an incoming ICBM. The
missile and all other incoming objects

would be hurled harmlessly into space.

• Giant Shields—The creation of a

magnetic shield through which war-

heads and decoys could not pass.

• AICBM Spacecraft—The sta-

tioning in orbit of a manned space

craft from which ICBM's would be in-

tercepted shortly after they are

launched—when they are extremely

vulnerable.

"Money is very important in all

this," an ARPA official said. "We want

something that costs us no more to

use against an ICBM than it cost the

enemy to launch the ICBM against us.

Otherwise, if it costs us a million every

time he spends $100, he'll ruin us."

Obviously the most desired goal

is to find something that costs a lot

less than the enemy must spend.

"Put it this way: We want some-

thing simple and cheap," one official

said. "Ideally, if we could have a bunch

of monkeys armed with .22's sitting

around the enemy's ICBM bases wait-

ing for launching, we'd be all set."

2500 MILES

AN ICBM with a range of 6000 miles could have any one of these trajectories.

Trajectories show amount of reaction time available for interception by AICBM.
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BRITISH ASTRONAUTICS
• Armstrong Whitworth's Flutter Dart

• Rocketdyne's Dixon on storable propellants

• Astronautical conferences coming up

by G. V. E. Thompson

London—A rocket test vehicle that

offers substantial economies in the in-

vestigation of aircraft wing flutter has
been developed by Sir W. G. Armstrong
Whitworth Aircraft Ltd. of Baginton,
Coventry. Named the "Flutter Dart,"

this test vehicle was exhibited at the

International Transistor Exhibition held

in London recently. The vehicle shown
had been recovered after a test flight.

Armstrong Whitworth carrying out
research into the problems of super-

sonic airliners, decided that a method
of studying wing flutter cheaper than

wind tunnel testing was needed (A.W.'s
high-speed tunnel costs about $300 an
hour to run). Another advantage of the

Flutter Dart is that the speeds which
the missile can attain enable the wings
to be tested to destruction.

The vehicle carries strain gauges,

equipment for measuring movements
of the wing and control surfaces at su-

personic speeds, and transistor ampli-

fiers. The performance data are ra-

dioed to the ground. The illustration

shows Flutter Dart's electronic equip-

ment being checked at the Company's
laboratories.

•Storable propellents—T. F. Dixon,
Chief Engineer of the Rocketdyne Di-

vision of North American Aviation,

addressed the Royal Aeronautical So-

ciety on storable propellants recently.

He said that while most of the

liquid fuels in current use—alcohols,

hydrocarbons, amines and hydrazines

—

were stable and easily handled, the

oxidants did not comply with the defi-

nition of a storable propellent—one
which can be continuously stored in a

missile in a state of instant readiness

for relatively long periods of time with-

out evaporating or corroding the con-

taining structure.

The fuel with the highest perform-

ance per unit mass—liquid hydrogen

—

also did not meet these requirements

and special equipment was needed for

its liquefaction, storage and transpor-

tation.

Storable propellants in use or under

development had sea level specific im-

pulses of 263-294 sec, but this should

be raised to around 380 sec. in the

next five years.

The present importance of storable

18

propellants lay in the necessity for

keeping ballistic missiles in a state of

instant readiness for operational use.

Their importance to astronautics would

grow in the future: space vehicles un-

dertaking flights of some duration and

needing to use rocket engines to alter

course would have to be fitted with

efficient storable propellant systems.

• Mk. 2 Thunderbird—E n g 1 i s h

Electric's Mk. 1 Thunderbird (M/R,
June 29) is vulnerable to radar coun-

termeasures. As reported earlier, a

more advanced Mk. 2 missile is under

development. This will probably be

fitted with constant-wave radar guid-

ance, making it practically immune to

these countermeasures.

Other advantages of constant-wave

over pulse radar are the reduction in

signal-to-noise ratio, greater range,

greater accuracy, and ability to deal

with low-flying targets. Constant-wave

guidance may also be used with the

Bristol/ Ferranti Mk. 2 Bloodhound,

now being developed.

• British Commonwealth Space-

flight Symposium—When last summer

the British Interplanetary Society agreed

to organize the Tenth International

Astronautical Congress of the IAF (to

be held in London, 3 1 August to 5 Sep-

tember) it was realized that the pres-

ence of delegates from the various coun-

tries of the British Commonw
would make it possible for them to

and discuss astronautical matter

common interest. The BIS tier

decided to precede the IAF Con

with a short Commonwealth Space

Symposium.
The decision of the British Go

ment a few weeks ago to institi

spaceflight programme has nati

increased the interest in this sy

CHECKING electronic equipment of the

Armstrong Whitworth Flutter Dart.

;

sium, particularly as both industry

the BIS consider that this progra

is not ambitious enough. So man;

pers have been received from ths

craft and missile industry that ii

proved necessary to extend the

posium to three days (27-29 Aufi

At present the programme inc

six papers from the Hawker-Sid 16

Group (Armstrong-Whitworth, an L

V. Roe), two from the Indian fM
nautical Society, and one each J
Bristol/ Aerojet, de Havilland Pijl

lers, Jodrell Bank Experimental Stjft

Pye Ltd., Normalair Ltd., The PU
cial Times, University College Loiw

the College of Aeronautics, ancfl

Weapons Research Establishment Ijk

tralian Ministry of Supply). Other b

tributions are expected from Ci I

and New Zealand, and there wil

a guest speaker from the U.S. I

• Missile salesmanship—An 1

1

rial in the London Daily Herald,
||

paper of the British Labour 11

criticized the country's missile!

aircraft sales methods. It saidjl

despite British achievement!
claimed by Western experts at the 1

Air Show, "firms could not coil

against America's 'salesmen in unil

and at the same time fight the al

that the British Government and!

tary top brass show towards wil

new orders."

The U.S.A.F. produced a '1

Force" at the show complete I

command post, white-belted mil

police and massive equipment to I

American aircraft and missiles, foil

trast, Britain sent a Royal Ar!(

captain and six gunners to demon;!

the English Electric Thunderbirci

only when the firm had agreed tl

all the soldiers' expenses for the If

Few orders came to British I

but U.S. sales were good.

missiles and rockets, July 13,1
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To further serve the diversified missile industry

NNESOTA MINING and MANUFACTURING COMPANY
announces and offers the services of its

MISSILE
INDUSTRY
LIAISON

tfore than 27,000 products are manufactured by
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing—the 3M
Company. Every day, more and more 3M pro-

[ucts are playing important parts in missile and
pace operations.

The technical and sales staffs of some fifteen

M divisions, subsidiaries and groups make daily

ontacts with missile manufacturers and sub-

ontractors. Their efforts are implemented by 22

ivisional and four staff research laboratories.

However, like the missile industry, the 3M
Jompany is a growing and a diversified opera-

ion. The use of 3M products and capabilities

icreases every day.

To further serve this growing, diversified in-

ustry, 3M has formed the Missile Industry
liaison. This group, staffed by technical per-

iDnnel experienced in rocket propulsion and
ther phases of space technology, is well quali-

led to translate your problems to those 3M
ipecialists in your field of interest. Too, informa-
|ion on all 3M Company products—or interests

tpplicable to missile research, development or

reduction— is thus available to you through
ine convenient source.

For a cross-section view of 3M Company
products for the industry, send for your free copy
of the brochure "Products and Capabilities."

Write: Missile Industry Liaison, 402 McKnight
Road, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.

The Missile Industry Liaison is associated

with these 3M divisions and subsidiaries:

Zenith Plastics Company
Reinforced Plastics Division
Electrical Products
American Lava Corporation
Irvington Division
Mica Insulator Division
Magnetic Products Division
Central Research Group
Mincom Division
Duplicating Products Division
Reflective Products Division
Industrial Trades Tape Division
Mid-States Gummed Paper Division
Chemical Division
Adhesives, Coatings,
and Sealers Division

For more information on 3M products, contact

your 3M representative or the Missile Industry

Liaison, 402 McKnight Road, St. Paul 6, Minn.

JNNESOTA JOINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
^j^^^^j^

...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW v^^^Qp^
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Bring the wild blue yonder indoors...

If you have to figure what happens up there . . . you'U come considerably closer by tesl

with B.F.Goodrich Microwave Absorbents. The specifications and details are many. Suffkl

to say -all the information is in a comprehensive new booklet. Write to The B.F.GoodJ

Company, 585 Derby Place, Shelton, Connecticut

B.EGoodrich
20 Circle No. 5 on Subscriber Service Cord.

microwave absorbents
missiles and rockets, July 13,1



The AF's 'Integration' Approach

How the Aeronautical Systems Center moves into

responsibility for management of a weapon system after

a decision is reached putting it into production

by Betty Oswald

Vashington—"Integration," a word
cuently in the news, has a very

) ial meaning in the Air Force. It

;s not with race relations but with

u equally difficult job of fitting to-

: er all of the jigsaw pieces of a

pon system. It deals also with the

$ of welding into a smooth-running

m all of the divergent interests

hh must be considered in converting

eapon system into an operational

Epon in the hands of the troops.

vVe have seen in earlier M/R stor-

shat the instrument of integration is

(Weapon System Phasing Group and
fl Weapon System Project Office,

;aged in its early phases by Au-

tarch and Development Command
i in later stages by the Aeronau-
:l Systems Center of the Air Ma-
il Command.
» Enter ASC—ASC comes into the

care as manager of the integration

Cft only when a decision is made
; the weapon system has reached

lint warranting a production order.

5latively new organization, ASC is

i operating arm of Air Materiel

:imand in all areas except ballistic

iiles.

This means it handles management
le weapon system during the period
production for inventory. In the

:er phases, when ARDC has execu-
i management responsibility, the

ar agency is still responsible for

mrement. The key man during this

ue is the contracting officer respon-

j for the contract—how it is writ-

: and what it contains. He is as-

|5d to the weapon system project

fe.

in some cases, the prime weapon
i:m contractor is made responsible

I certain subsystem development
or production. In such cases ASC
pws proposed subsystem sources,

jg a subcontract advisory panel, to

jre maximum consideration of the
':rience and technical programs of
iAF and industry. Review involves
' questions as the technical capa-
W of the subcontractor; manage-
I I approach to development and test;

taction capabilities and facilities;

performance in meeting schedules;

quality control; overall company man-
agement structure and costs.

• AF control—AF reserves the

right to reject the contractor's recom-
mendations. As soon as possible, a

decision is reached on so-called "make
or buy" plans which involve such ques-

tions as maximum utilization of avail-

able industry capacity; minimum ac-

quisition of new Government facilities;

maximum use of specialized indus-

tries; maintenance, if possible, of a

healthy basic aeronautical industry;

maximum competition; utilization of

small business to the greatest extent

practicable; maximum use of standard-

ized components, and elimination of

unnecessary duplication of develop-

ment. After they're agreed on, these

plans can't be changed without prior

AF approval.

Once this is done, AF keeps its

finger in day-to-day management of

the project. Each contract is assigned

to an administrative contracting of-

ficer who—in the case of a major con-

tract—will normally be in an AF plant

representative office at the contractor's

plant, to which specialists in cost anal-

ysis, quality control, production, prop-

erty administration and audit are as-

signed.

His link at headquarters is the

Weapon System Project Office at ASC.
Headed by Maj. Gen. Beverly H. War-
ren, the organization is composed of

seven directorates: contract support;

logistic support; strategic systems; air

defense systems; tactical and support

systems; equipment and services, and
the directorate of resources.

In addition, Gen. Warren has un-

der his command the Aircraft Produc-

tion Resources Agency on which rep-

resentatives of the Army, Navy and
AF serve. This agency's job is to

schedule production of what have been

termed "aircraft common components"

and to be sure that the necessary ma-
terials are available.

Also part of Warren's organization

are a program and analysis office and
an office which provides management
services.

• How ifs divided—Under the

directorate of strategic systems are

weapon system project offices for the

B-52H, the B-58, and the KC-135

tanker, for which ASC has executive

management responsibility. In addition,

there are Weapon System Project Offi-

ces for the B-70, for which ARDC is

responsible, as well as undescribed ad-

vanced systems, strategic missiles (air

breathers) and the GAM 77/72—
Hound Dog and Quail.

Weapon System Project Offices re-

porting to the directorate of air de-

fense systems include: F-106, F-101,

F-108, Bomarc and drones. In the

directorate of tactical and support sys-

tems, there are Weapon System Project

Offices for the F-105 Thunderchief,

transports, trainers, F-104, Star Fighter,

tactical missiles and helicopter liaison.

The directorate of equipment and
services is divided into divisions in-

cluding accessories, weapons guidance,

propulsion, communications and re-

connaissance, specialized procurement,

and Government-furnished aircraft

equipment (GFAE).
The directorate of resources is re-

sponsible for industrial facilities, manu-
facturing methods (breaking the pro-

ductibility barrier) and materials con-

trol.

• Beefing up—Actually, the idea

of the Weapon System Project Office

is not new. What is new is the way
that the office has been beefed up in

importance to serve as a focal point

in the cradle-to-grave support of the

weapon system.

This means among other things

that while the program is in its re-

search and development phase, as well

as in the production phase, such re-

quirements as maintenance and supply,

along with training and operations, are

cranked into the Weapon System Proj-

ect Office—to provide an operational

system which is entirely maintainable

at the earliest possible time.

It also means that when the weapon
system finally passes through produc-

tion and the problems are only those

of logistic support and maintenance,

executive management responsibility

moves out of Dayton to one of the Air
Materiel Areas which have been given

responsibility for support (spares, etc.)

and maintenance of the weapons.
Even then, ASC and ARDC handle

such questions as product improve-

ment and technical failures.
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Printed Circuitry Pays Dividends

An M/R survey finds missile business has helped to

spur rapid growth of circuits that enhance

reliability, cut assembly costs and permit fast repair

by Charles D. LaFond

Washington—The growing trend

toward miniaturizing and modularizing

electronic equipments, particularly in

the missile industry, has brought rapid

development of small, highly compact

wiring assemblies, known throughout

the industry as printed or etched cir-

cuits.

Although these circuits were not

originally developed for direct applica-

tion to missiles, certainly the missile

business has provided a goodly share

of the incentive needed to promote

their growth.

The need for lightweight, extreme-

ly compact electronic equipment in

miniature and subminiature assemblies

called for something other than heavy

bundles of inter-connecting cables and

wires. New techniques have evolved

better products, and new equipment for

the production of printed circuits has

resulted from this increasing effort

throughout industry. Along with the in-

creasing need for microminiaturization,

industry has kept up with its small

printed circuit cards.

The use of printed circuits has

aided equipment design improvement

and has greatly helped to increase re-

liability and cut assembly costs of com-

plex equipment. At the same time, the

new and equally complex packaging

has contributed to improved compo-
nent mobility. In addition, of course,

modularization simplifies maintenance,

increases equipment flexibility through

rapid interchangability of units, and in

general permits rapid repair in almost

any system.

Besides its other physical attributes,

probably one of the strongest argu-

ments for the use of printed circuitry

in missiles and rockets is its inherent

ability to withstand heavy vibration

and shock. A most troublesome area

22

in conventional wiring is separation of

soldered joints under an environment

of high vibration or sudden shock. With

the passage of time and the normal

acquisition by manufacturers of in-

creased experience, quality products

are now available that employ almost

unheard-of tolerances. New techniques

permit high reproducibility, faster and

cheaper.

Missiles and Rockets recently con-

ducted an industry survey to determine

progress in the field of printed circuitry

in the past year. Here are some of the

highlights of the survey returns.

• Printed circuit usage—Burroughs'

Military Electronic Computer Division,

a prominent manufacturer and user of

printed circuitry, produces between

30,000 and 40,000 circuit boards per

month. This is extremely high volume

production, yet Burroughs maintains

that to date they have not had to re-

place a printed circuit card in any de-

vice now in use in the field.

An indication as to just how much

NEW TECHNIQUE by Burroughs Corp. in

micro-miniaturization of electronic com-

ponents. The small wafer was miniatur-

ized from a printed circuit board some

20 to 30 times larger.

printed circuitry is in use is revjf

by Burroughs's estimate of 95% ft

the equipment they produce. A
pany spokesman said, "We range

:

the AN/FST-2 in SAGE, which

about 65% printed circuits, to the;

ground guidance computer which

ploys about 95%.
"In some equipment, the circuit |

are entirely by printed boards. Sorr if

our basic design equipment does it

contain printed circuit cards, bin 'II

new models do, as well as the peripl il

devices linked to them."

• Microminiaturization— Alth< h

actual application is still highly cl]

fied, Burroughs Research Centei'O

Paoli, Pa., has indicated that it is tl

microminiaturized blocks extensive! o

research and development and ext s

to make heavy use of equipment I
reduction techniques in the I
future. One spokesman went sol

as to say, "in ten years, you won't!

anything but micromodularization'I

electronic equipment.

The company's new packaging t a

nique, which increases a module ca I

ity to 300 components per cubic il

was revealed here last week at thel

stitute of Radio Engineers' 1959 tl

tary Electronics Conference. The il

roughs high-density packaging
|

achieved through "macro-modulail

tion" of components already mil

miniaturized.

The new stacking technique, «|

decreasing total packaging volume 1

available surface areas, provides 1

munity to thermal and physical stl

in environmental conditions. The cl

pany has also indicated that along '

j
these attributes circuit interconnec

and power input requirements 1|

been controlled in equipment des|

In Table 1, comparative specilijj

tions for three recent data processor

missiles and rockets, July 13, l|



SOLVING MODERN DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Parts for Missiles—Rockets—Jet Engines are constantly calling for newer alloys

to operate at higher temperatures. Alloys made by the Midvac process of consum-

able electrode melting are currently answering these needs and new ones are

being developed in anticipation of more critical operations.

Midvac Alloys insure increased tensile and impact properties, improved stress

rupture strength at elevated temperature, and longer fatigue life.

Standard commercial alloys can also be made with increased cleanliness

resulting in higher properties than have been available under conventional means.

Offered in ingots, billets or forgings for the production of missile com-

bustion chambers, tail cone assemblies, jet engine parts, aircraft landing gear

components or any other parts requiring properties beyond the capabilities of

conventional steels.

A/cd(/ac Steefa-
MIDVALE- HEPPENSTALL CO., NICETOWN, PHILADELPHIA 40, PA.

Subsidiary of HEPPENSTALL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Circle No. 6 on Subscriber Service Card.



safe/arm initiators

Ten years of pioneering in Ihe missile component command firing signal, the unit will initiate associ-

field has made possible this new line of Beckman

& Whitley solenoid-operated safe/arm explosive

initiators. Unit on the left has cover removed to

show internal arrangement.

Weighing only 1.85 lb loaded, this model is

5 in. by 3 in. by 1 % in. It was designed to military

requirements. It can be armed or disarmed by

remote electrical signal and includes both visual

and electrical telemetering facilities for indication

of armed or disarmed condition. On reception of a

24 Circle No. 7 on Subscriber Service Card.

ated primacord, low-energy detonating cord,

(LEDC) or bulk charges.

This may be just what you need. On the

other hand, Beckman & Whitley can provide the

engineering capability, the production facilities,

and perhaps most important, the speed necessary

to give you anything you do need in the line of

propellant-actuated devices.

Just tell us your problem.

SAN CARLOS 16, CALIFORNIA
missiles and rockets, July 1 3, M



ariety of approaches

lopments at Burroughs are shown to

ustrate the evolution in miniatur-

ng systems. Note that the tempera-

re rise from 55°C id 100°C was ac-

mpanied by a power increase from

;rj watts to 2200 watts.

To achieve 100°C operation, sili-

n transistors were employed effect-

l a power input rise. At the same

ne power dissipation increased, vol-

ae decreased (it should be noted that

increased concentration of power

isipation per cubic foot was solved

this instance by integrating an effi-

nt heat exchanger into the overall

uipment design).

A basic design philosophy held by

i company is that the circuit must be

ilt essentially in two dimensions, with

i system being in the third dimen-

>n. In the macro-module technique,

true two-dimensional form is

ughly maintained. As components

d circuitry become smaller, this in-

-connection technique may prove to

the principal element in a given com-

ix assembly. By retaining the third

nension for the system, with con-

[Uing miniaturization, this dimension

comes largely available for system

iring.

As a result of the macro-module

:hnique, they have achieved a quick

oduction capability, principally be-

use the design permits the acceptance

components from many vendors,

lese components can be tested prior

assembly into circuits and the cir-

j its can be assembled prior to final

isembly. The final assembly then can

tested before the complete unit is

iled.

• ITT's approach—Another pioneer

the development of miniaturized

stems employing printed circuits is

e International Telephone and Tele-

aph Laboratories. Since missile pay-

ads require extensive weight and
ice reduction in electronic units, this

impany has taken the approach that

<!mponents, because of microminiatur-

ition, will have to be produced with

|
improved ability to withstand high

mperatures. The smaller size for heat

Issipating components such as resis-

ORIGINAL artwork for printed circuits

in sub-miniature assemblies is drawn
twice desired size, reduced photograph-

ically. Ryan technician checks camera.

tors implies a need for materials having

greater heat stability.

ITT believes that the increased use

of small semiconductor devices because

of their very rapid development has

gone far ahead of the normal evolu-

tionary size reduction of resistors, ca-

pacitors, etc. The problem is that these

components are still scaled and sized

to accommodate vacuum tubes.

Based on their early experience

with small printed circuit amplifiers

for time proximity fuses, the ITT Mis-
sile and Space Systems Laboratory has

been employing similar techniques to

develop printed circuits, and small com-
ponents for use with them, to a point

of reliability and practicability accept-

able for missile and space usage.

The Lab chose as its starting point

its DOVAP telemetering sub-carrier

oscillator. This is a transponder in wide
use in missile testing as a doppler-meas-

uring, projectory data-gathering sys-

tem. The resulting metamorphosis in

the sub-carrier oscillator from the con-

ventional wire version to the final sub-

miniature printed component device

;OMPUTER

-----^SpiciFICATION 1 II Ill

No. of Components 32,559 39,809 30,000 Approx.

Volume 500 Cu./Ft. 13 Cu./Ft. 3.5 Cu./Ft.

Power Required 1 K Watt 850 Watts 2200 Watts
Operating Temp. 24°—27° C 55° C 100° C
Clock Rate 210 KC 1.4 mc 1.3 mc
Add Time 50 Micro Sec. 25 Micro Sec. 10 Micro Sec.

Multiply Time 512 Micro Sec. 75 Micro Sec. 40 Micro Sec.

that has resulted from their efforts is

shown in the photo at top of page 26.

To achieve this great reduction in

size, new equipment for the production
of carbon composition printed resistors

had to be constructed. Work is still

continuing at the Laboratory in de-
veloping techniques for the practical

fabrication of printed subminiature cir-

cuits.

Because resistors constitute more
than 50% of the circuit components
in general, a major effort has been
assigned to the area of subminiature
carbon composition and metal film re-

sistors. There are other attributes of
printed resistors beyond that of mere
size reduction. Resistors in a similar

range can be printed several at a time.
They need not be inserted into a cir-

cuit and the size may be almost a strict

function of dissipation required. The
lab also believes that printed resis-

tors offer maximum potential for com-
pletely automated production. In addi-

tion, printed resistors need not be han-
dled—a primary reason why, in their

opinion, conventionally designed small

resistors do not enjoy wide application.

• High-quality production—Avion-
Alexandria, a division of ACF Indus-
tries, Inc., has had its own printed cir-

cuit facility in operation for four years.

Of prime concern to the company has
been development of processes aimed
at producing unusually high quality

etched boards.

To achieve this, the company has
developed what it believes is better-

than-usual processing equipment. The
results are best shown by an example
of the tolerances achieved in produc-
tion: spacings ±0.001 in. conductor
widths and lengths ±0.002 in.; registry

front and back ±0.002 in.

In addition to normal printed cir-

cuit boards and assemblies, the com-
pany has developed high-quality printed

circuit techniques for rf stripline com-
ponents including filters, couplers, and
power dividers.

• Advanced facilities—Ryan Aero-
nautical Company's latest—and most
modern in equipment—is a new photo-

graphic facility designed and equipped

especially for manufacturing printed

circuitry.

Since printed circuits must be
treated, by means of photographic pro-

cesses, to enable the narrow silver-plated

lines to conduct electric currents, Ryan
considers the new photographic unit a

necessity for its missile subsystems. The
facility was planned and equipped for

the express purpose of manufacturing
etched boards with the greatest dis-

patch and accuracy.

Highly compact, the photographic

unit covers only 364 square feet of

space. Windowless, to eliminate drafts

and dust and to keep out the fluorescent
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innovations in materials . . .

light of the adjoining electronics lab-

oratory, the unit is air- and temper-

ature-conditioned. Its construction is

such that hallways and shielded doors

completely screen off light and activity

in one room from light-sensitive work
going on in another room. The whole

facility is operated as a "clean" room.

The precision photography applied

to intricate miniature boards is

achieved with a select collection of

equipment—$7000 worth of the finest

industrial photographic apparatus, ac-

cording to the company.
In addition to three major elec-

tronic projects—automatic navigator,

helicopter hovering device and missile

guidance systems—Ryan has more
than a dozen others under develop-

ment, each calling for subminiature

electrical assemblies based on printed

circuitry. The program places great

emphasis on the need for an integrated,

modern facility for supplying pre-

cision-built circuits on a production

line basis. Already set up to turn out

a board a minute as a one-man opera-

tion, Ryan believes that printed cir-

cuit photographic units can easily

increase this rate.

A new and highly versatile equip-

ment that appears to be an asset to

printed circuit production, has been re-

vealed by the Fuller Brush Company
of Hartford, Conn. Called a printed

circuit pumice scrubber, the unit

scrubs, rinses and dries printed circuits

and laminates in one operation. The
machine will also prepare items for

masking, etching and soldering in less

time than by conventional means, Ful-

ler says. Operating at a rate of 5 to 15

feet/minute, it will: (1) remove all

surface dirt and oxide; (2) with a dip,

CONVENTIONAL wired subcarrier oscil-

lator is shown at rear, printed circuit

chassis in the middle, and a subminiature

printed component device at front.

remove all photo-resists after etching;

( 3 ) prepare plates for more effective

soldering; and (4) deliver plates clean

and dry.

• New material—Another recent

innovation in printed circuit develop-

ment is the use of a new material de-

veloped by Corning Glass Works at

Bradford, Pa. Copper m e t a 1 i z e d

printed circuit boards made of high-

strength, high-temperature Fotoceram

have been produced by the company
for high-reliability military applica-

tions for missile guidance and com-

munication systems.

Automatically produced by a

chemical machine process which per-

mits extreme accuracy, the boards are

capable of continuous operation be-

tween minus 55°G and 250°C.

Through-hole plating is standard and

repeated resoldering does not result I

damage on circuit runs, according I

Corning.

Fotoceram is a crystalline vari

of Coming's Fotoform glass and ]

a flexural strength of 25,000 ksi.

In processing, the original pho

sensitive glass is exposed through ne

tives to ultraviolet light and

board holes are then etched out

subsequent heating and immersion

a dilute hydrofluoric acid. Finally,

ditional heating converts the glass ii

a crystalline state and the circuit p
is applied to the board.

The company has said that in ad

tion to its high thermal endurance,

Fotoceram board will not bow, be

warp, or burn and is impervious to

vents.

Vibration tests recently perforn

on the boards indicated that they \

withstand more than 60 g when pr

erly mounted.
In tests performed on Fotocera

circuits components have been hat

resoldered to the same circuit run mi

than 50 times without indication

failure. To test solder-heat resistanj

the circuit boards have been floal

or immersed in 565°F molten soil

for over five minutes without evideii

of any blistering or lifting of circj

runs, a company spokesman said. •

• Plated-through holes—A snl

controversy has arisen among m;J
users of printed circuit boards \*|

feel that eyelets and plated-throil

holes cause unreliable assembll

Packard Bell, for example, prefers I

use soldered leads inserted throii

holes in the boards.

In the July 27 issue of M/R, I

will present a defense of the use J

plated-through holes based on the 1

suits of a test program performed t

Motorola's Military Electronics D|
sion.

PRINTED-circuit band scrubber devel-

oped by Fuller Brush Co., Hartford.

26

PHOTOSENSITIVE glass is processed at the new Corning Glass Works plant at Br

ford, Pa. Each rectangle will be a printed circuit board for high temperature I
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THE BOEING IM-99 BOMARC . . . is a long range,

extremely high altitude supersonic missile designed

to intercept and destroy enemy aircraft and
missiles. In full production, it has a greater

range than any other air defense missile.

HI-TORQUE BOLT
IDEAL FOR FASTENING STRESSED ACCESS AND
CLOSE-OUT PANELS. ITS UNIQUE SHALLOW
RECESS LOCKS THE DRIVER INTO IT WHEN A
HIGH TORQUE LOAD IS APPLIED DURING
INSTALLATION OR REMOVAL.

STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY CONTRIBUTES TO
GREATER PERFORMANCE !

The airframe of the Bomarc reflects a successful

solution to structural and fastening design problems

typical to high performance missiles and aircraft.

The airframe combines high strength with high

temperature resistance, without adding unnecessary

weight which could effect performance.

Three different fastener problems in the Bomarc

are solved by stainless steel Hi-Shear fasteners.

Hi-Shear Rivets are used in structure subjected to

engine and rocket boost heat . . . Hi-Torque Bolts

fasten removable panels and the nose section where

heat, surface smoothness and ease of removal are

factors. Blind Nuts eliminate hole/nut coordination

problems in congested areas.

Continuing fastener environmental studies are be-

ing conducted at the Hi-Shear Test and Research

Laboratories in a variety of strength and tempera-

ture resistant material combinations for advanced

structural requirements.

IVET TOOL COMPANY

2600 WEST 247TH STREET, TORRANCE • CALIFORNIA

•^les and rocke+S, July 13, 1959 circle No. 8 on Subscriber Service Cord.

HI-SHEAR RIVET

HAS THE LIGHTEST STRENGTH-WEIGHT RATIO,
LEAST PROTRUSION AND LOWEST COST OF ANY
SWAGED TYPE FASTENER. INSTALLED WITH
STANDARD RIVET GUNS OR SQUEEZERS FITTED
WITH HI-SHEAR RIVETING SETS.

BLIND NUT
FOR BLIND OR OPEN APPLICATIONS, THE BLIND
NUT CUTS PRODUCTION COSTS BY USING ONE
HOLE INSTEAD OF THE NORMAL THREE REQUIRED
FOR NUTPLATES. INSTALLATION SPEED IS ABOUT
TEN PER MINUTE BY ONE MAN USING A
LIGHTWEIGHT, HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED GUN.



FOR FUTURE
DECADES IN SPACE

Space Transports
are under development now,
capable of transporting a pilot ana
1000 pounds of payload or three

passengers— equipped to work ins,

— to an orbit of J 000 miles altitude

Indications are that an operationa\
vehicle will be feasible and practic

in the 1965 period.

)

another Lockheed Progress Report to Engineers

Plotting the nation's future space exploration projects

requires the capabilities of a forward-looking company;

one with vision, superiority in technical skills and advanced

facilities. Lockheed, Burbank, long a leader in extending

the science of flight, is placing its vast resources and accu-

mulated knowledge into programs designed to provide

major breakthroughs in the fields of: Basic and applied

research; manned aircraft of advanced design; missiles and

spacecraft. Shown here are artists' renderings of a few of

these important projects. Such project diversification calls

for high-level technical skill, offers genuine challenge to

experienced engineers. At Lockheed these varied projects

require engineers in many fields. Take advantage of this

need. Go forward with a forward-looking company:
Lockheed, Burbank.

Infrared Systems studies are being conducted usl

advanced method of detecting fast-moving missiles and high

aircraft. A new facility, which includes an advanced laboi';

with an infrared tunnel, for basic research and developml
prototype equipment in this expanding field, has been seti

push Lockheed, Burbank, to the forefront in infrared studl

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

Supersonic Transports-have held an important place
in our thinking for the past several years. Extensive wind tunnel
tests have been conducted on many design concepts, supplemented
by exhaustive laboratory and structure studies. Lockheed is pre-

pared to build an airliner that will travel at speeds in excess of
Mach 3 at an altitude of 75,000 feet.

LOCKHEED

/

Vertical Take-off and Landing Projects-
heed, Burbank, is engaged in exploring the potential of

projects on a very broad scale. Different VTOL features aree

ied in each proposal. Considerable emphasis is being plat

VTOL "air recovery" vehicles, designed for air rescue and I

missiles recovery missions.

Solar Radiation Studies— are being conducted at

heed's flight test radio station at Briar Summit, California, f

particular emphasis on solar flares as our contribution to the

national Geophysical Year. We have already accurii

more than a quarter of a million images of the s

analysis. In cooperation with other companies, v

determine the processes by which solar energy is re

High caliber scientists and engineers are invited U

advantage of Lockheed's outstanding career opportunities,

ings now exist in: Electronics; aero and thermodynamics; f

sion; servo-mechanisms; materials and processes; structur

stress; operations research; research in optics, infrared, acc

magnetohydrodynamics, instrumentation, mechanics and h
lies; mathematics; and in all phases of design. Write tod I

Mr. E. W. Des Lauriers, Manager Professional Placement
Dept. 1707, 2400 North Hollywood Way, Burbank, Califoil

CALIFORNIA DIVISION • BURBANK, CALIFOlljD

Circle No. 9 on Subscriber Service Card.



new missile products

Welding Process Gives Good Control

A new welding process, called

:ort-Arc," welding has been de-

>ped by Linde Company, Division

) Union Carbide Corporation. It per-

t i manual and mechanized welding

>lhin material with excellent control

>; he weld puddle.

The outstanding feature of this new
Eft-gas consumable-electrode process

she ability to make manual fusion

vps in the range of thickness of

to .100-in. of all common metals,

as carbon steel, stainless steel,

inum (.040 in. minimum), copper,

in all positions and types of joints.

The "Short-Arc" process exhibits

ntrent advantages over other welding
rahods for welding sheet metal by
Mviding a more-readily-controllable

wping process at high welding speeds,

iier production of fillet welds, ability

pfveld in all positions, and—of sig-

liant importance—the ability to weld
ih;t metal in a range of thicknesses

h&tofore not considered readily weld-
|bt by any process.
1 Successful operation of the process

Mended on the development of several

M factors: proper power source,

Motion of shielding gas, and appa-
rajs for feeding small diameter wires.

I DMormal fusion welding operations
0S/.g conventional type power supplies

either covered electrodes or inert-

ga shielded processes, give too much
net and cause uncontrolled melting

when making butt, lap, or fillet welds

in thin gauge material. The Linde

"Short-Arc" process has been made pos-

sible by the use of constant potential

power supplies incorporating a droop-

ing characteristic.

With the development of this new
type of power supply it was found that

surge currents could be controlled to

limit the time duration of arc outages,

prevent wire ejection, and produce a

stable buzzing type of arc. This arc,

operating in the range of 30 to 125
amp., 14 to 19 volts, short circuits

dozens of times per second.

This produces a small cold puddle

pinpointing the location of the arc heat

and enabling the welding of thin ma-
terials in all positions. It is used pri-

marily with .030-in. diameter wire,

although .020-in. diameter hard wire

works well on material in the very low
end of the thickness range.

Considerable study has been given

to evaluating shielding gases and mix-

tures and selecting the best in each in-

stance. Argon has been found suitable

for most metals such as aluminum,

copper, and Everdur. For stainless steel

and carbon steel, argon-oxygen and

argon-carbon dioxide mixtures are find-

ing wide acceptance.

Pure carbon dioxide is being used

for some steel applications, but it pro-

duces somewhat more spatter and

poorer head formation. The use of

argon-carbon dioxide mixtures provides
many advantages over either argon or
straight carbon dioxide on carbon steel.

Their use provides superior wetting
action with the minimum amount of
deposited metal resulting in a vastly

improved bead contour. An approved
mixture is now commercially available.

A key factor in the success of
"Short-Arc" welding was the develop-
ment of both manual and mechanized
equipment to feed wires as small as
.020- or .030-in. diameter.

The process is easy to use. Very
little training is required for adaptable
personnel. Manual welds can be made
readily in all positions on most com-
mercial light-gauge materials.

The Linde "Short-Arc" process

makes high quality welds quickly and
economically in carbon steel, stainless,

aluminum and other metals. Distor-

tion is minimized due to the pinpoint-

type arc and there is little or no post-

weld cleaning. Joints with poor fit-up

are easily accommodated with manual
welding. For example, %-in. gaps on
14-ga. carbon steel have been bridged

with ease.

Circle No. 238 on Subscriber Service Card.

Solid State Power Supply

Is Short Circuit Proof

Electronic Research Associates, Inc.,

announces new model additions to

their Magitran line of solid state power
supplies which combine the charac-

teristics of magnetic and transistor reg-

ulators.

These new units are intermediate

current types, and like the high current

units of the line, offer full automatic

protection against all types of short-

circuits or transients, either on an in-

termittent or continuous basis, with

instantaneous recovery.

Other advantages include fast tran-

sient response, transistor dissipation

independent of line voltage variations,

close regulation, low ripple content,
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. . . new missile products

continuous wide-range adjustable out-

put, instant warm-up time, and many
other features.

These units are of the space-saving

type, with panel dimensions which are

multiples of the standard 19-inch relay

rack, and two units may be mounted
horizontally in the standard rack di-

mension. These models are intended

for all types of laboratory and equip-

ment application.

In these new designs, the proper-

ties of a special magnetic control are

combined with the fast transient char-

acteristics of the transistor regulator.

Pre-regulation and line transient pro-

tection is achieved by the magnetic

controller.

This component is also designed in

a manner so as to provide zero output

in the event excessive current flows

due to overload or short in the external

circuit. The transistor regulator accom-

modates all fast line or load variations

and transients, as well as providing for

ripple reduction. This combination re-

sults in minimum heat dissipation for

all transistors independent of line

voltage variations.

Under short-circuit conditions zero

voltage appears across the transistors

and thus complete protection is ob-

tained under the most extreme condi-

tions. Other design features include the

use of differential dc amplifiers, com-
pensated zener references, silicon rec-

tifiers, and conservatively rated transis-

tors and components. Despite the ad-

vantages of the design, units are con-

servatively priced.

The new models have been given

the model designations of 202M and
203M.

The Model 202M provides adjust-

able output over the range 10-150

VDC at 0-200 milliamperes, and the

Model 203M has an output adjustable

over the range 10-300 VDC at 0-200

milliamperes.

Other specifications common to

both models include input, 100-130

VAC, 60 cps; line and load regulation,

within 0.05%; ripple, less than .005%.
Units are for bench or sub-relay rack
mounting, and panel dimensions are

3Vi x 9Vi inches.

Circle No. 239 on Subscriber Service Card.

Miniaturized Choppers

Have Varied Uses

A series of general-purpose minia-

ture choppers, designed for aircraft and
line frequencies, has been developed

recently by Collins Electronics Mfg.
Corp.

The choppers are now available in

single-pole double-throw, or double-

pole double-throw types, 60 cps or 400

cps, in both make-before-break or

break-before-make designs.

Miniaturized for space and weight

economy, they are hermetically sealed

and drygas filled for operation in any

known climate. To make insertion and

removal simplified, as requested by

field servicing firms, these Collins units

have connections brought out through

the base.

Maximum noise created is 450
microvolts across 1 megohm at 400

cps. They have been designed to meet

all applicable military specifications.

Circle No. 240 on Subscriber Service Card.

Thin Gaged, Large Sheet

High Alloys Available

Haynes Stellite Company, Division

of Union Carbide Corporation, has

just announced the availability of sev-

eral high-temperature alloys in wider

cold-rolled thin-gage sheets than were
previously available. Sheets measuring

0.010 in. thick, 36 in. wide, and 96
in. long are now being rolled as a result

of recent refinements in technique at

the Company's expanding wrought

alloy facilities.

This development, virtually an

industry "first," opens new markets

for high-alloy sheet where size limita-

tions were an intolerable restriction to

its consideration for certain applica-

tions.

Several companies are now investi-

gating the use of large thin sheet as

outer skin material for space craft.

shrouding for hot sections of com
tional jet aircraft, or facing sheets

]
honeycomb constructions.

Alloys currently available in I

form are "Haynes" alloy No. I

"Multimet" alloy, "Hasteiloy" a|

R-235, "Hasteiloy" alloy X, and G|
eral Electric's "Rene 41" alloy. Til

alloys are among the leading mateil

in the field of nigh-temperature njej

lurgy.

Circle No. 241 on Subscriber Service Carl
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Current Sensitive Relay

Can Withstand 100 G's

A current sensitive relay of "Pc
f.

mite" micro-miniature relay series il

been produced by Filtors, Inc.

Known as the "S" type, this I

addition to the rotary "Pownnil

series meets shock tests of 100 s

for 11 milliseconds and vibration til

of 10-55 cps (Sj .06 double amplitt

I

55-2000 cps (a) 30 G8s.

Other specifications: contact

rangement: 2C (DPDT): ambient 1

perature range; -65° C. to 100°'

dielectric test: (at sea level) IOC

(750 V. between open contacts): »

tact rating: 2 amps resistive; put

time: 5 milliseconds maximum; 0.5

maximum weight. Coil resistances fe

185 to 10,000 ohms are available

standard values.

Circle No. 242 on Subscriber Service Cat

Marking Method Speeds

Identification of Bearings

A new method of speedy, infal

visual identification for tiny instrun

bearings—overcoming a long stani

problem of the industry—is curre

being introduced by New Hamps

Ball Bearings, Inc.

Specifications occasionally call

bearings about the size of the pe

at the end of this sentence. The

and inner rings of the bearing, th

fore, do not allow much room'

identifying markings.

New Hampshire Ball Bearings,

solved this problem through a ra

simple but effective method.
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Seven 1-megacycle video channels on a single half-inch tape —that's why there's an affectionate

reaction everywhere to the new Mincom Model CV-100 Video Band Magnetic Recorder

Reproducer. Tape speed of 120 ips, plus special recording and playback heads, produces

reliable frequency response from 400 cycles to 1.0 megacycle (each track). Only 12 moving

parts, four simple adjustments. Only 0.1% flutter and wow. No mechanical brakes. All plug-in

assemblies, carefree maintenance. Interested? Write for specifications.

. WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

|V| INCO IVI DIVISION ]\f£lNNESOTA JOINING AND ]^[aNUFACTURING COMPANY

2049 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE • LOS ANGELES 25, CALIFORNIA

Circle No. 10 on Subscriber Service Card.
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. . . new missile products

Sets of double lines, either 120° or

180° apart, applied to one face of the

outer ring, supply three important

pieces of information at a glance.

First, the marks indicate whether

the bearing is made of Stainless Steel

(120° apart) or Chrome Steel (180°

apart). Second, that the precision in-

strument bearing is ABEC 7 tolerances,

or better. And, third, for inventory

and specification purposes, that the

bearing is made by New Hampshire

Ball Bearings, Inc.

The new method of marking was

introduced after careful analysis proved

that it produced no change in dimen-

sions, no distortion, or destruction of

surface finish, and does not affect

mounting or performance of the bear-

ings. This is because the marks are

applied on the outer ring by impact

before grinding and heat treating.

Circle No. 243 on Subscriber Service Card.

4-Stage Amplifier Claimed

To Be World's Smallest

What is said to be the smallest 4-

stage amplifier ever constructed is now
available in production quantities from

Centralab, a division of Globo-Union,

Inc.

Measuring only 0.531" in diameter

and 0.228" in height, including the

hermetically sealed case, the unit con-

tains 12 resistors, 5 capacitors, and 4

transistors. It weighs 1/16 of an ounce.

According to Walter E. Peek, Centra-

lab's General Sales Manager, this means
that the amplifier has a component

density of well over half a million com-
ponents per cubic foot.

Mr. Peek emphasized that this is

not a developmental unit or laboratory

curiosity, but is in actual production,

and is now being delivered to a num-
ber of leading manufacturers. It has

application in hearing aids, computers,

missiles, and a variety of other military

electronic devices.

The new unit is known as the TA-
12, Mr. Peek said. Prior to its develop-

ment, the smallest available 4-stage

amplifier was Centralab's TA-1 1, which

measures 1.175" long x .250" wide x

.665" high.

The TA-1 2 has a gain of 73 to 78

db at 1 KC with 1000 ohm load. Its

nominal input impedance is 2000 ohms.

Signal to noise ratio is 42 db below 1

volt. Supply voltage is from a 1.3 volt

mercury cell; current drain is 2.1 milli-

amperes maximum. At 300 CPS the

frequency response is down 6± 3 db;

it is down 4± 2 db at 3000 CPS. Load
impedance is 1000 ohms inductive load

with 400 ohms maximum d.c. resis-

tance. According to Mr. Peek, these

standard performance limits may be

modified for special applications.

Circle No. 244 on Subscriber Service Card.

Tiny Vanguard II Motor

Commercially Available

Inside Vanguard II, the weather

satellite which is expected to be orbit-

ing for several hundred years to come,
is a tiny two-ounce motor, installed to

drive a miniature tape-recorder. In size,

it is the only one of its kind, but it

was manufactured by the A. W. Hay-
don Division of Consolidated Elec-

tronics Industries Corp. for the Army
Signal Corps as a scaled-down version

of the Company's standard DC model.

This sub-miniature motor enabled

the weather satellite to respond to in-

terrogation, on command from certain

of Earth's monitoring stations, 152

times during its first 211 cycles before

the transmitters ceased operating,

according to the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. Vanguard
II was launched on February 17, 1959.

Less than one inch in diameter and
only 13/8 inches in length, the Hay-
don Company's sub-miniature motor
operates on only a tenth of a watt of

power. Thirty of these motors would
use no more than the same amount of

power as an everyday household clock,

or seven of them would require the

same power as a two-cell flashlight

bulb.

The parts in the orbiting satellite's

adaptation of the motor are all one-

half of regular dimensions. It runs

with a speed of 2,500 revolutions per

minute, has a permanent magnet with-

in the rotating coils, and is equipped

with ball bearings.

The A. W. Haydon engineers are

certain that tooling can be obtained

promptly for production of the si
miniature motor to meet such maJ
demands as may develop.

Circle No. 245 on Subscriber Service Car
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New Line of Solid State

DC Amplifiers Marketed
jjj

Packard Bell Computer Corporal i

has announced a new line of solid-s«

DC amplifiers designed to meet I
urgent need for wide-band, highly

curate amplification where reliabil

is of prime importance. This is the m
available line of low-noise, complex
solid state amplifiers with transit

choppers.

Because of the rapid developnrjj

of new weapons and numerous tesifl

requirements, instrumentation relia

ity is a prime factor. Normally, eqi'-j

ment can be tested only once bees 1st

of the complexity and cost of such tel

One of the basic pieces of eqiffl

ment required to take measuremi li

is an amplifier. It is used to ampfl

signals for processing into data log; |l

equipment for later evaluation. I
major weakness in today's amplifieiB

the use of mechanical choppers wlH

tend to be unreliable and cause a I

nificant failure rate.

To alleviate this condition, a I
of amplifiers which use all solid-sB

circuitry, including the chopper, I
been designed and is now available 1
application in systems. With this rll

cal design, amplifier reliability, H
system reliability, is increased at !
one order of magnitude.

Wide-band differential, operatiil

and potentiometric amplifiers—all II

izing completely solid-state circuital

are offered by Packard Bell undeiH
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jxclusive arrangement with REDCOR,
> meet the diversified need for a line

f instrumentation amplifiers.

Differential amplifiers have many
pplications in the data reduction field,

/herever a low level signal of unde-

jrmined reference is measured, a

leans of isolating it and recovering

iw amplitude signals from high noise

:vels is required. The low-level, wide-

and. low-noise differential amplifier

as been designed to meet most of

lese requirements. This is the first such

ifferential amplifier offering input im-

edances up to 10,000 megohms, noise

h the microvolt range and a common
lode rejection of 120 db at dc.

: Operational amplifiers have many
ses in data handling systems. They
re used most commonly to provide

Tipedance matching and signal in-

lersion.

Potentiometric amplifiers are pri-

harily used as a buffering device to

olate the source of the measurement
rom the measuring device.

'> The three types of amplifiers des-

ribed here offer bandwidths at -3 db
t 200 KC. Gain accuracies, linearity

bd drift figures are better than .002%
i most models. The units are extreme-
' small, measuring 8" by 4" by IY2",

pd all have self-contained power sup-

(ies.

{ This line of completely solid-state

taplifiers, for which Packard Bell Com-
juter Corporation has exclusive rights,

eportedly makes the amplifier one of
jie most reliable pieces of equipment
11 the data logging field.

1 Circle No. 244 on Subscriber Service Card.

Jew Low-Current

' thermal Relay Available
A low-current, sub-miniature ther-

mal relay with a firing sensitivity of
nly 0.2 amps is announced by Net-
orks Electronics Corp.

Relay is hermetically sealed by an
• kclusive method of bonding metal
ifeaders to high thermal-shock resistant
' lass housings. The use of a transpar-
it glass case permits visual inspection
f all working parts.
1 This tiny unit measuring only

I 65" dia. x .550" length, meets all

;rtinent military specifications . . .

berates under vibration of 20 to 2000
;Ps at 15 g, with a shock rating of

P g. The temperature range extends

issiles and rockets, July 13, 1959
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HEAT in military applications

HUNTER ENGINE HEATERS

starting aids for

internal combustion engines

Hunter Engine Heaters, designed and
manufactured in conformity with military

requirements, are standard winterization

gear for engines in military vehicles,

hydraulic test stands, battery starting carts,

generator sets, compressors, other ground
support and special purpose equipment,

etc. They burn any type gasoline or JP-4
fuel, with cold starts as low as —65 °F. Input
ranges from 30,000 to 90,000 BTU/Hour.
Both uncontaminated and exhaust heat

is utilized. Compact, light-weight, high
capacity units, they deliver high

temperature, high volume air as

required for specific applications.

MODEL UH-86 This heavy-duty model has

90,000 BTU/Hr. input for delivery of

high volume, high temperature air against

extreme resistances to the engine, battery

and lubricating oil • starts to —65 °F
under the most extreme conditions • used

on PE-90, PE-150 and PE-200 Engines
employed in ground support equipment
such as C-26, MD-3A, MA-3, hydraulic

test stands, battery starting carts,

etc. • weighs 38 pounds, less than 27"

long, 8" diameter • burns % gal. fuel

per nr., any grade gasoline or JP-4 fuel.

gel these brochures TODAY J/^g

Space and personnel heaters,

instant lighting torches,

refrigeration and air condi-

tioning units are other Hunter
products designed for
military applications.

Hunter personnel and facilities

are available for all types

of R & D for military heating
and air conditioning.

MH-162
"Space
Heaters"

MH-167
"Military
Torches"

HUNTER MANUFACTURING CO.

HEATING AND
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

30533 AURORA RD. SOLON. OHIO

Circle No. 11 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Explore new areas at IBM in

Information retrieval is a major area of study at IBM. Current investi-

gations may lead toward such benefits as the instant accessibility to

knowledge in the Library of Congress — or toward a system which can

translate any of the earth's languages into English in real time.

Problems in information retrieval have defined entirely new concepts

for the design of storage, input-output and "memory" units — achiev-

ing far greater capacities than any known today. These facilities will

provide for the handling of the tremendous amount of updated infor-

mation needed by business, science and government. With extremely

rapid accessibility to vast amounts of information electronically stored,

industrial and research efforts can be materially expedited. IBM needs

engineers and scientists with the vision and the ability to pave the

way to tomorrow.

You will enjoy unusual professional freedom and the support of a

wealth of systems know-how. Comprehensive education programs are

available plus the assistance of specialists of many disciplines. Work-

ing independently or as a member of a small team, your individual

contributions are quickly recognized and rewarded. This is a unique

opportunity for a career with a company that has an outstanding

growth record.
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CAREERS AVAILABLE IN

fHESE AREAS
Applied mathematics

& statistics

Circuit design &
research

Component engineering

Human factors

Inertial guidance

Information theory

Logic

Operations research

Optics

Programming

Real-time engineering

Semiconductors

Solid state development

Systems analysis

& design

Transistor device design

lUALIFICATIONS B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in Electrical or Mechanical

Engineering, Physics or Mathematics—and proven

ability to assume a high degree of technical re-

sponsibility in your sphere of interest.

OME TYPICAL 704 PROGRAMMER ANALYST to study data flow

iSSIGNMENTS diagrams and write differential equations of a cir-

cuit diagram; to investigate analog and digital

real-time control systems, using high-speed elec-

tronic digital and /or analog computers. Must be

familiar with variable length alphabetic data,

transforms, numerical analysis.

fflMM
COMPUTER OR SYSTEMS ENGINEER, MATHEMATICIAN
OR PHYSICIST to design advanced computer, and

work on development of new information retrieval

program. Must have strong interest in transistor

circuit design or in logical or systems applications

of solid state circuitry.

MATHEMATICIAN to do programming of information

retrieval research and plan construction of ad-

vanced systems. Will play an active part in auto-

matic programming techniques, numerical analy-

ses, criteria selection, probability and game theory.

SENIOR ENGINEER, MATHEMATICIAN OR PHYSICIST

interested in systems; experienced in operations

research, communications, missiles or radar.

For details, write, outlining background and

interests, to:

Mr. R. E. Rodgers, Dept. 604-G2

IBM Corporation

590 Madison Ave.

New York 22, N. Y.

BM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

. . . new missile products

from -100T to 400°F. Unit is SPST-
NO, with a contact rating of 1 amp.
Normally-closed operation is provided
in a somewhat larger unit.

Designated Series M555, relay will

handle a continuous fuse current of
.120 amps max., and a firing current of
.180 amps min. Fuse resistance is 15

ohms ± 15%.

The original design of this unit is

based on the "fuse burnout" principle,

and provides wide latitude in systems
design. Manufacturer states that there

has been no failure in 1,000,000 de-

livered units. Relay can be used as a
low-current sensing device, or as over-

load protection in missile circuitry and
other complex electronic equipment.
Complete data will be sent upon re-

quest.

Circle No. 247 on Subscriber Service Card.

Micro Miniature Relay Has

All Welded Construction

Contact contamination—one of the

greatest problems in achieving relay

reliability—has been significantly re-

duced by the use of all-welded con-

struction in a new General Electric

micro-miniature relay.

Solder flux has been one of the

primary causes of relay contact con-

tamination. The new four-pole, double-

throw relay is assembled—without us-

ing solder—by an inert arc welding

process which hermetically seals the

header to the can.

Weighing about one ounce, the

relay is rated two amperes at 26.5 volts

dc or 115 volts ac, and is dc operated

using a highly efficient E-type magnet.

For application in a wide variety

of equipment, including aircraft and
missile electronic systems, the relay is

well suited for high-temperature instal-

lations. The internal structure includes

ceramic actuator and ceramic coil
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... new missile products

spool. The relay is rated from 160
degrees C continuous ambient down to

-65 degrees C.

Circuitry is symmetrical and wiring

has been simplified, according to Gen-
eral Electric engineers. Socket mounted
units may be turned end-for-end and
cannot be plugged incorrectly. No
polarizing pin is needed. The relay

may be mounted directly on a printed

circuit board or on a chassis.

Dimensions conform to standard

grid patterns utilized by many elec-

tronic and component manufacturers.

Terminals are on 0.2 inch centers and
mounting holes are on 1.2 inch centers.

Knife edge armature bearing and
other proven design features combine
to yield a mechanical life of over ten

million operations, according to Gen-
eral Electric engineers. Electrical life

of the relay at rated load is in excess

of 200,000 operations.

Operate and release times are six

and four milliseconds respectively, in-

cluding bounce. Pickup power is 400
milliwatts.

The relay withstands vibration tests

to 2000 cycles per second at 30 G's
and shock tests at 50 G's for 1 1 milli-

seconds.

Circle No. 248 on Subscriber Service Card.

Test Set Provides Both

Swept and CW Signals

A new type of test set, which pro-

vides both swept and CW signals in a

single compact instrument, is finding

widespread use as a general-purpose

laboratory and production-line tool.

Designated as the Model 303 Test

Set by the maker, Telonic Industries,

Inc., the new unit contains three sepa-

rate oscillators, all operating in the 20-

40 mc range. Output of the three oscil-

lator circuits is 1 volt RMS into 50
ohms. Each output is separately

metered and may be attenuated from
to 140 db in 1 db steps, using toggle-

switch attenuators.

To maintain an overall accuracy of

attenuation of better than 0.5 db, her-

metically sealed, deposited carbon re-

sistors with an accuracy of 1/2% are

used. A vernier attenuator covering a

0-10 db range is also provided. Ex-
tremely close control over RF radiation

in the design and construction of the

instrument allows accurate attenuation

to output values as low as 0.1 micro-

volts.

The two CW oscillators are indi-

vidually tunable by dials on the instru-

ment panel calibrated in megacycles.

In addition to the megacycle markings,

a 0-100 logging scale with a 10:1 ver-

nier is provided. The tuning-knob me-
chanism provides a choice of 1:1 or

50:1 rotation.

The CW oscillator outputs may be
used directly as test signals for the

measurement of gain and similar circuit

characteristics, or they may be used
as extremely accurate, variable markers
for the swept signals produced by the

third oscillator.

The center frequency of the swept
output may be turned across the full

range 20 to 40 mc, and the width of

the signal may be varied from 0.05 to

40% of the center frequency. At maxi-
mum sweep width the signal demon-
strates a flatness of better than 0.25

db, achieved by an internal AGC cir-

cuit acting on the B+ input to the os-

cillator. As a result, any departure from
flatness in the demodulated signal is

the result of the frequency response of

the circuit under test and not account-

able to the original test signal.

Sweep rate of the Model 303 Test

Set is line frequency, 50 or 60 cps, with

the oscillator turned off during the re-

turn sweep to provide a zero base line.

Source VSWR of the instrument is be-

low 1.2:1. An external signal of ap-

proximately 0.1 volts may be used to

produce a "birdy" type marker on the

oscilloscope trace at any desired fre-

quency. Telonic produces crystal-con-

trolled markers for this purpose. Har-
monic markers that produce birdies at

1.0 mc intervals across the entire band
are generally included with the instru-

ment as standard equipment.

As in all Telonic sweep generators.

Model 303 markers (including the two
CW outputs when used as markers) are

added to the signal after it has passed

through the circuit under test, thus pre-

venting any distortion of the measured
result. The "Birdy-By-Pass" marker
system is an innovation developed by
Telonic Industries.

The Telonic Model 303 Test Set 1

already in use as a production-line t«

instrument in plants where a major m
sile guidance system is now in volun

production.

Circle No. 249 on Subscriber Service Cord.

Magnetic-Field Sensitive

Resistor Now Available

Ohio Semiconductors, Inc. a
J

nounces the commercial availability S

its recently developed semiconducti'

device, the Magnetoresistor.

The type MS-41 Magnetoresistor j
a semiconductor in which the electric

>]

resistance is a function of an applitfj

magnetic field. It features a 10 to I

change in resistance with an appliel

field of 10 kilogauss. Greater changifl

can be achieved at fields greater thai

10 kilogauss with a linear dependenci
At lower magnetic field densities til

Magnetoresistor obeys an approximaij

square function. Important features <i

the MS-41 are low noise (on the ordi| ;

of Johnson noise and fast response timli

The theoretical response is limited on I

by the relaxation time of the charjj'

carriers. In practice the lead inductancjj

and capacitance sets the limit.

Non-inductive design with "thinni

than a dime construction."

The MS-41 Magnetoresistor is ma<

possible by the commercial develo|

ment of new compound semiconducto

by Ohio Semiconductors, Inc. O. S.

is a pioneer and leader in the field t

compound semiconductors for infr

red, thermoelectric and electronic a]

plications.

The compound—InSb, indium anl

monide, is utilized in the MS-41 Ma
netoresistor. The magnitude of the ma
netoresistance effect is related to tl

mobility of charge carriers (electron!

within the solid. InSb displays the hig

est known electron mobilities.

Fully developed and ruggedly pacv

aged, the MS-41 permits the use of th

magnetic gaps. It is designed to satis:

many different applications.

Circle No. 250 on Subscriber Service Cord.

!
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missile support

A Big Step in Digital Telemetry

Space Electronics Corp.'s DIGILOCK system offers

advantages of digital techniques minus some of

its disadvantages for missile system development

by Hal Gettings

Washington—A new telemetry

m just off the board shows promise

jjiinswering many of the problems

aiing this most important aspect of

file development. The system, named

jpiGILOCK by its developer. Space

I tronics Corporation, combines

|ly of the advantages of digital tech-

ies and overcomes some of its dis-

Intages. It offers flexibility, accu-

I, and small size.

MThe ideal telemetering system would

tth nothing, take no space, require

flpandwidth, have unlimited sophisti-

lan as to selection of data, transmis-

u accuracy and power, and be at

Si} 100% reliable. It would consume
ppower and cost nothing,

[frhe DIGILOCK system is, of

wse, not the ideal. It does, however,

p^oach the maximum communica-

te efficiency possible under informa-

nt! theory, and has several features

Bjpreviously available.

!(• Digital systems—Digital tech-

(foes are generally accepted for a

tuber of reasons as being superior for

amunications. Primary is the inher-

naccuracy of a digital system. Once
lye threshold, the output signal-to-

pe ratio is independent of the car-

S/N; if any information is re-

e.ed at all, it is correct information,

ninalog systems, noise can vary the

irmation modulation to cause errors

|ae received data.

Digital offers other advantages

—

II peed and capability, bandwidth, and

S'.tive signal power required. A com-
la'son of some of these parameters

pbeen made by L. C. Watson and
M Goldstein of Texas Instruments in

I 'iper presented at the 1 959 National

^metering Conference. A summary
)f:heir comparison is shown in the

lb (Fig. A).

The main objection to digital telem-

Et has been the large amount of

tialware that must be carried in the

mjiles and rockets, July 13, 1959

vehicle. Complicated coders and multi-

plexers with their attendant power sup-

plies and accessory items not only add

to space and weight but compound the

reliability problem. Furthermore, exist-

ing ranges are instrumented to handle

only analog (FM/FM, etc.) data; a

change to digital would require exten-

sive and expensive modification.

The first problem has been im-

proved by development of transistorized

units and advanced packaging tech-

niques. The only complete digital

(PCM) system in use today—developed

by Radiation, Inc., for the Holloman

AFMDC rocketsled track—has an en-

tire "airborne" package in about one

cubic foot.

The answer to the second problem

lies in integrating "compatible" digital

units into existing analog systems, to

provide the desirable features of digital

along with the economies of using pres-

ent equipment. The DIGILOCK makes

use of these principles and requires

only the addition of a decoder, sync

generator, and detector to the conven-

tional analog ground equipment. If de-

sired, the quantized data can be stored

on magnetic tape for direct entry into

a digital computer.

The DIGILOCK system was de-

veloped as a result of a study made by

Space Electronics Corporation under

contract to Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

This study showed that an "orthogonal"

telemetering system was the most ef-

ficient, based on the bandwidth and

power required per bit of information

transmitted. Both analog and digital

systems were compared on an analyti-

cal basis and assigned relative figures

of merit. Some of the results of this

comparison are shown in the graph

(Fig. B).

A second part of the contract work

was to design and test the most promis-

ing result of the study.

The analysis showed that for the

best telemetry system a modulation sub-

system must have these features:

• Good communications efficiency

Summary of Parameters for

Analog and Digital Modulation

Parameter FM/FM PAM/FM PDM/FM PCM/FM

Number of Data Channels 18 18 18 18

9 4000 4000 4000 4000

RMS Error ±0.5% ±0.5% ±0.4%

Output S/N Ratio 42 db 46 db 37 db

Video Bandwidth 80 kc 28 kc 114 kc 28 kc

RF Bandwith 440 kc 224 kc 228 kc 57.6 kc

Deviation Ratio 1.5 I.I 0.6 0.6

Carrier Deviation 125 kc 31 kc 69 kc 16.8 kc

Threshold S/N Ratio 9 db 9 db 9 db 9 db

** Relative Required Signal 3450 1760 1790 453

K Power x 10-3

8.8 db 5.9 db 6.0 db db

db (PCM)

FIG. A Digital systems provide speed and capability, bandwidth and signal power
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nearing the limit of efficiency . . .

• Variable data rate

• Variable accuracy
• Digital data transmission

• Orthogonal systems—The devel-

opment of the DIGILOCK, undertaken

to meet these requirements, was des-

cribed in a paper by A. W. Newberry

at the Semiannual meeting of the

American Rocket Society in June. New-
berry said the family of orthogonal sys-

tems closely approaches the theoreti-

cal limit of communication efficiency,

as illustrated in the graph.

An "orthogonal" system is defined

as one for which N messages can be

transmitted, each of which consists of

N degrees of freedom. Encoded mes-

sages are all equally different or equally

spaced in an N dimensional space. The

system possesses N matched filters at

the receiver, one for each possible

transmitted signal.

The signals and corresponding

matched filters are chosen so that the

outputs from all but one matched

filter are zero after the signal is re-

ceived.

• Desired characteristics—It has

long been considered desirable in te-

lemetry design to make a system as

sophisticated, or "intelligent," as pos-

sible consistent with weight and space

requirements. Ideally, a system would

be able to choose only pertinent infor-

mation and transmit it at selected times,

thus saving considerably in bandwidth

and power. The complexity of such an

intelligent system, however, has pre-

cluded its use up until this time.

To this end, the DIGILOCK equ:

ment has incorporated both varial

accuracy and variable data rate. The

features offer considerable economy ai

provide a more intelligent system.

In the first place, it is very int

ficient to transmit information wi

precision beyond the meaning of t

data. It would be wasteful, for instant

to transmit continuous precise da

when simple presence-absence or even

per-unit-time information would

sufficient. The available information b

could better be reserved for measui

ments where greater precision is i

quired.

Variable data rate offers, primaril

power economy. An example would !

a system alternately turned on and o

When on, the data rate is some nomirt

maximum; when off, the rate is zei

By controlling the on-off time, the e

fective data rate can be varied over

wide range. If the meaningful data

properly encoded and stored, a wort

while saving in power is provided.

But intermittent operation does n

provide all of the desirable feature

without some additional change, tl

maximum communication range r

mains a fixed function of transmitti

power, transmission bandwidth, and e

fective ground station sensitivity. Tl

possibility of variable transmissic

bandwidth is a feature inherent

DIGILOCK and offers greater 9

vantages. Variable transmission ban

width can result in the adjustment i

data rate to match a specific missic

requirement. Even more important, a

justment can be made during a trans

interval, allowing the decrease of da

rate with increasing communicatic

range—thereby making possible :

operating link at distances otherwi

impossible.

• DIGILOCK operation—DIG

LOCK is a pulse code (PCM) syste?

and, therefore, a time-division mull'

plex system. Primary operation CO)

sists of sampling an input data sourc

quantizing the data sample, transitu

ting a coded representation of tl

quantized data sample, receiving at

decoding the data, and either storii

or displaying a measure of the info

mation received (Fig. C).

In an orthogonal system, messag'

must be encoded so that they are |

equally different or equally space

Also, each message must be recognize

by its own matched filter. The matche

filter decoder is therefore the heart <

the system and its operation must II

understood if the operation of tl

complete system is to be understood

• Delay line—The principal ell

ment in the matched filter decoder

a multiple-tapped magnetostriction dl

lay line, which provides a means i

storing many bits of information r

missiles and rockets, July 13, I9E,

FIG. B—Comparison of the communication efficiency of various systems.

DATA
INPUT

V

COMMUTATOR
ANALOG/
DIGITAL

CONVERTER

REED-MULLER
CODE

GENERATOR

MODULATOR /

TRANSMITTER

\

SYNCH

GENERATOR

DECODING
MATRIX

GREATEST- OF
DETECTOR

DIGITAL

CONVERSION
MATRIX

DISPLAY
AND

RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

FIG. C A block diagram of the workings of the DIGILOCK pulse code system.
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Bendix * has long been a leader in supplying controls and fuel systems for all types

of aircraft engines. Today, Bendix is proving to be a natural for new challenges

in related missile fields—on ramjets, rockets, nuclear power, and other advanced

propulsion systems. So, when it comes to controls, remember that Bendix has the

background—and is anxious to share it in solving your problems. *«eg. u.s. m. off.

BENDIX p
div°s"on SOUTH BEND, IND.

Circle No. 12 on Subscriber Service Card.



valuable for near-

ceived in time sequence, yet allows

continuous nondestructive readout of

information stored on the line so that

a succession of events or a succession

of bits of information can be simul-

taneously compared.

The line used in the DIGILOCK
decoder has a nickel alloy ribbon as

its magnetostrictive material. It has a

characteristic propagation velocity of

approximately five microseconds per

inch, exhibits a linear input/output

characteristic over approximately a 40

db range, and has a half-power band-

width of approximately 400 kc cen-

tered at 500 kc. Typical lines are several

feet in length and pickoffs or taps can

be positioned several to the inch if de-

sired. This element, therefore, provides

a convenient means of correlating

events separated in time by intervals

up to several hundred microseconds.

• Summing matrix—A summing
matrix associated with a set of syste-

matically located taps can "recognize"

a discrete pattern of pulses or other-

wise coded information bits. Moreover,

a large number of summing matrices

properly "matched" with coded mes-

sages can individually recognize a large

number of multiple-digit code transmis-

sions. Hence, the magnetostriction de-

lay line is a very versatile element for

this application; it leads to variable

data rate because if the pulse code

transmission is "slowed down," this

simply means adjusting the taps to be

farther apart. It provides an extremely

important characteristic common to

most correlation detection systems

—

that of summing systematic events while

tending to cancel random events.

This last effect is obviously of pri-

mary significance because a cancella-

tion or decrease of random noise means
a lower system threshold and, conse-

quently, a greater communication range

with a given amount of transmitter

power.

• Detector—The best detector to

use with a matched filter decoder is one

that simultaneously compares all out-

puts and determines which filter output

is greatest. This approach has been

mechanized in the DIGILOCK system

by connecting each filter output to a

transistor operated in the emitter-fol-

lower configuration with all emitters

tied to one common resistor. The tran-

sistor realizing the "greatest" signal at

its input is turned on, developing a

voltage across the common resistor

which in turn causes all other transis-

tors to be back-biased with resultant

low conduction on all but the one

"greatest-of" output bus.
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Basic Reed-Muller Codes—(16-Bit)

UNITS I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

2 0000O0O0IIIIIIII
4 OOOOtlllOOOOIIII
8 00II00II00II00II
16 0I0I0I0I0I0I0I0I

E.G. CODE #27
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

2 I I I I I I I I

8 001 1001 1001 1001 I

16 0I0I0I0I0I0I0I0I
1001 100101 1001 10

TO OBTAIN CODE FOR ANY 5-BIT DATA POINT,
ADD APPROPRIATE CODES (BINARY ADDITION)

FIG. D—Summary binary scaler outputs.

After detection, the information can

be directed to a conventional decom-
mutator and analog display system, or

it can be identified and stored as quan-

tized information on magnetic tape in

a format compatible with a digital com-

puter.

• Encoder—The function of the en-

coder is simply to determine which of

the codes from the set representing all

possible data values best represents the

value of a data sample—and to cause

this particular code to be transmitted.

The particular code group chosen for

use with the DIGILOCK system is a

"maximum redundancy Reed-Muller"

group which, for this system, consists

of 32 different codes, each 16 digits

long.

This code set has orthogonal prop-

erties and can be formed by systema-

tically summing the outputs of a bin-

ary scaler as shown in the table (Fig.

D). Quantization to 32 levels must be

accomplished by the analog-to-digital

converter, which establishes a discrete

set of commands controlling the gener-

ation of the code corresponding to the

level established in the quantization

process.

The 32-level quantization implies

that each data sample contains five bits

of information and that this informa-

tion can be encoded in a 5-digit binary

code. A simple binary code, however,

does not possess orthogonal character-

istics. The 16-digit code can be de-

tected at a lower signal threshold than

could the 5-digit code, even though

both might be allotted equal transmis-

sion power and the 16-digit code

would require 16/5 the bandwidth

of the 5-digit code. This is an example

of increased efficiency resulting from

bandwidth expansion techniques.

• Timing and rate control—A tim-

ing and data rate control system, con-

sisting of a crystal oscillator and a bin-

ary scaler of several stages, allows the

timing system to be "slowed down" by

factors of two simply by positka

one switch. The analog-to-digital <

verter uses a "stairstep" voltage ge(

ator and a comparator amplifier.

In operation, the timing system S'

a 5-stage binary scaler through 32
J

sible states while a stairstep voltag

being generated. When the compar;

amplifier indicates that the staii

voltage first exceeds a data sample,

inhibit signal stops the scaler, stol

a binary measure of the data sara

The specific on-or-off state of the st;

of the binary scaler is used as ol

mand information to simple digital Id

in the form of AND gates and

CLUSIVE OR circuitry to generate

one desired of the 32 possible co

which can be formed by the bir

addition of outputs from binary sc

stages.

In operation, the system will use
|

storage registers in the analog-to-dh

conversion system; one will control

code generator to transmit a code re]

senting a data sample quantized ini

preceding period while the second re

ter is in process of storing a new qi

tized value. At the end of each wi

simple logic reverses the function

the two storage registers. This appro

results in nearly a 100% duty cycli

transmitted information.

• Synchronization—System op

tion depends of course on proper !

chronization of the decoder with

airborne encoder. This is accomplis

by a special code transmitted at sy

matic intervals, recognized by

matched filter and detector and i

in a phase-locked flywheel sync sys

to generate a gate signal. This si|

enables the "greatest-of" detector «

ing a short period surrounding!

match interval for each code tr

mitted.

• Prototype evaluation—First n

surements of DIGILOCK operation
j

portedly showed results within 3 dl

that predicted. Several elements of

system are not entirely new—in i

they are commercially available,

means that application of the syster

early missions would not require c

plete replacement of all components

for example, a world-wide ground

tion network.

The airborne system particuli

lends itself to simple transistorized 1

cuitry and extremely low opera!

power requirements. The complete 1

borne system weight, excluding 1

transmitter, is about 5 pounds. 1

Study of the system as designee!

dicates that maximum data rates I

such that one DIGILOCK system 1

provide information bandwidth eqil

lent, for example, to several tyjH

FM/FM systems and, therefore, 1

be of extreme value in near-future 1

1

missile system development prograil

missiles and rockets, July 13,
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C. L. Hampton
iputer expert Chuck Hampton is a man with problems,

s head of our Avionics Division's Computer Applica-

s section, Hampton pits his analog and digital corn-

ers against the mathematical intricacies of infrared

arch, optics, spectral background studies, feedback con-

f
, and weapon system design.

lit thirty, with a BSEE from the University of Illinois,

Chuck Hampton is a Senior Engineer. He typifies the

progress made at Aerojet by younger men of technical

distinction, in electronics and many other areas.

We think the challenge is imposing, the opportunity

impressive. May we see your resume? aerojet-general

corporation, Box 296J, Azusa, California or Box 1947J,

Sacramento, California. Attn: Director of Scientific and

Engineering Personnel.

AZUSA AND NEAR SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA • A SUBSIDIARY OF THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

Bjles and rockets, July 13, 1959

I

Circle No. 13 on Subscriber Service Card.
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people-

RAUTH

J. Donald Rauth, 41 -year-old general

manager of The
Martin Co.'s Nu-
clear Division, was
elected vice presi-

dent of the com-
pany, retaining his

post as general man-
ager of Martin-Nu-
clear. Rauth, who
joined Martin in

1940 as a drafts-

man, served in turn

as a group engineer, project engineer on
the Gorgon IV drone program, assistant

chief project engineer for the company,
and as manager of the Engineering Proj-

ects Division. He holds several patents

for engineering inventions.

The Marquardt Corp. has established

a Marketing Div. and Administration Div.

in its Power Systems Group. Paul J.

Papanek has been appointed director of

Marketing and Richard A. Davis, direc-

tor of Administration.

The two new divisions join the other

three that make up the Power Systems
Group at Van Nuys plant—Propulsion,

Controls and Accessories, and Test. Cus-

tomer Relations, Contract Administration,

Marketing Planning, Proposals and Pub-

lications fall under the New Marketing
Div.

In other personnel changes, L. E.

Dunn, former chief engineer, has been
appointed Test Division director; R. K.
Wead replaces Papanek as manager-Cus-
tomer Relations; and F. M. DeLaval has

been named manager-Marketing Planning.

The new divisions are part of a long-

range organizational realignment which
began in January.

Robert Beagles has joined Packard
Bell Electronics

Corp. as chief engi-

neer-advanced devel-

opment. Technical

Products Div.

Beagles has been as-

sociated with RCA,
Bendix and North
American Aviation

during the past 18

years in radar and
BEAGLES missile electronics.

He comes to Packard Bell after six years

with RCA. where he was responsible for

systems engineering activities in airborne

radar, electronic warfare, and airborne

communications and navigation.

Coleman Engineering Co., Inc., has
formed a wholly owned subsidiary, Cole-

man Electronics, Inc., to manufacture the

company's "Digitizer" and related auto-

matic data handling and control systems.

T. E. Coalson has been elected vice presi-

dent and will serve as general manager of

the new subsidiary. T. C. Coleman will

act as president of both companies. Cole-

man has also promoted C. A. Broster-

hous to chief engineer and named R. D.
Farnham, former Eastern manager of the

company, director of Customer Relations.

James R. Black has been appointed

manager of the Microelectronics Labora-

tory in the Solid State Electronics Depart-

ment of Motorola's Military Electronics

Division. Formerly an associate professor

in Electrical Engineering at the University

of Michigan, Black will be responsible for

research and development in microelec-

tronics and applications to microminiatur-

ized and integrated function circuitry.

William D. Caffin is contract admin-
istrator for the Electromechanical Division

of Bowmar Instrument Corp. He was
formerly assistant sales manager of Day-
strom Transicoil Div., where he served

in management and engineering capacities.

Transval Electronics Corp. has ap-

pointed Jack Camp-
bell director of gov-

ernment contracts.

The appointment re-

flects the broaden-

ing scope of the

company's activities

in past months in

the field of missile,

aircraft and drone

electronics. Camp-
CAMPBELL bell came to Trans-

val from Hayes Aircraft, Birmingham,
Ala., where he was project engineer on
the C-l 19 program.

James O. Seamans, new Sparrow III

program manager for the Missile Systems
Division of Raytheon Co., was formerly

Sparrow III technical director at the Bed-

ford Laboratories, where engineering of the

weapon is carried on. Seamans joined Ray-

theon in 1951 as senior engineer respon-

sible for flight testing after leaving the

Western Electric Co. in Winston-Salem.

George S. Schairer was elected vice

president for research and development
at Boeing Airplane Co.

Adolph Vlcek, Jr., has been named
director of manufac-
turing at Martin's

Baltimore Division,

succeeding Vernon
R. Rawlings, general

manager of Martin's

newly created Ac-
tivation Division.

Vlcek joined Martin

as a metal bench
helper in 1930 at

the age of 16 and
up to Quality Control

manager, tooling manager, and Manu-
facturing, Engineering and Research man-
ager before promotion to his new position.

Benjamin O. Delaney has been na

to the new position of assistant mama
for Missile Operations under the TechiB
Operations Manager at Vitro Laboratol
Silver Spring, Md. Delaney, form!
head of the Missile Projects departnJ
held several engineering positions M
served with the rank of commander in I
U.S. Navy prior to joining Vitro in I'm

VLCEK
worked his way

Dr. Frank E. Swindells has been
j

moted to man;

of research for
]

tosensitive dev

and chemical

search for the E

tronic Tube Divi

of Allen B.

Mont Laborato

Inc. He was
merly manager

chemical resea

SWINDELLS with emphasis

transparent and black background sci

phosphors, after coming to Du M
from the Photo Products Dept. of E*

Du Pont de Nemours & Co.

Leang P. Yeh, telecommunications!

gineer specializing in communications |

missiles, satellites and space vehicles, !!

joined Page Communications Engine.

Inc., as consultant to the vice presii!

and director of Engineering. Yeh I

also serve as technical advisor on Pa|

international projects now underway

I

Libya, Greenland, Iceland, England,
j

the Pacific Ocean area. Before joii|j

Page, Yeh was with the General Eleci

Co.. and previously spent three years i|

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

John C. P?tchford, recently ret I

from the Air Force as a colonel, has t|

named project manager at Benson-Lerl

Corporation, Los Angeles manufacti|

of data processing equipment. He
|

study future developments of the c|

pany's standard product line. Pitchfci

last service assignment was Project Ofl|

for the deployment of IRBM's to NA|

John B. Rittenhouse, Research Gl|

Supervisor in Chemistry at Californiin

stitute of Technology's Jet Propul
j

Laboratory, was named recipient of rj

award by the American Society for 1l

ing Materials for a paper he wrote oni

chemical effects of certain acids on mt|

used in rockets.

Monogram Precision Industries,

has named Victor Gehrig and Robert

Lehman senior vice presidents. Gel

formerly vice president-production, i:

charge of Monogram's customer prod

divisions in Culver City. Lehman,

was general manager of the electro

divisions in Los Gatos, Calif., now hi

the proprietary products divisions in

company's San Fernando Valley facili
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more about the missile week

cida Electronic

riloyment up 50%
[issile electronics are continuing

iom in Florida. A new State De-

dment Commission survey shows

Idustry now has 15,000 employees

cwipared to 10,000 only a year ago.

(Ary sales are estimated at upwards

MO million with annual payrolls

ing about $60 million.

is one of the nation's fastest grow-

;llectronic centers, Florida during

[past 12 months added 10 new
lis and there were 10 major expan-

J The survey, incidentally, excludes

>Iof the work being done at Cape
ijveral and Eglin AFB.
ptimistic officials are predicting

jlxpansion will continue and that

state's electronic output may triple

[j/e years. Martin-Orlando, which

m operations only a little over a

alago, now has 6500 employees and

B state's largest single manufactur-

» mployer.

i Force TIF

?ig Distributed

[
he new Air Force missile/ aircraft

B )rt equipment "Technical Marma-
ra File" is now being distributed to

D actors. First issue of TIF (M/R
U 15 p. 21 and M/R June 22 p. 13)

ranore than 1500 items which can

[feed by missile system designers.

Ijp of the catalogue, which will

I kpanded, is to obtain maximum
ilprdization and minimum duplica-

jdiof equipment. It may be fore-

||r of service-wide TIF.

I Sir National Guard Squadrons at

j(|)n, Albuquerque and Windsor
Ids, Conn., are being equipped with

winder air-to-air homing missiles.

pPhilco-General Electric-produced

8pn is being installed on F-100
Kfsabres flown by the three squad-
n

I jow Chemical is producing 5000
Ins of high-temperature lubricants

Ppe Air Force. The two polyphenyl

if—bis (phenoxyphenyl) ether and
1 phenoxyphenoxy) benzene will be
'aiated by Wright Air Development
Bpr for engine usage. Production is

Bbws Midland, Mich., plant.

jjioneering cryogenic manufacturer
i| Cambridge Co., Lowell, Mass.

—

gpeen acquired by Standard Steel

(4 from the Carrier Corp. . . . For
< iipco Group West Coast Division,

i« ipson Ramo Wooldridge is plan-

FULL-SCALE model of Project Mercury

antenna fairing under test by Collins Ra-

dio engineers. Complete communication

system, scheduled for delivery this month,

is being built by Collins for McDonnell
Aircraft. It consists of 14 electronic sub-

systems providing pilot voice communi-
cation during orbit; command functions

within capsule for all phases; telemetry

during all phases; tracking during orbit;

voice communication and beacons for re-

covery/rescue; plus antennas.

ning a $2 million plant at Anaheim,

Calif. Work will start in September on

the facility which will produce hy-

draulic hardware and other precision

missile/ aircraft components. . . . Just

opened—a 129,000-square foot addi-

tion to Motorola's Semiconductor Prod-

uct Division in Phoenix. Company says

its just the beginning of growth pattern

for its Arizona operations. ... In

Mountainside, N.J., the Cross Co. of

Detroit has acquired Stephen F.

Malaker Associates and formed Cross-

Malaker Laboratories Inc. to combine
nuclear and electronic sciences "into

an overall, integrated, automation con-

cept." . . . On the West Coast: Electric

Steel Foundry, a missile contractor

supplier, has purchased Pacific Alloy

Engineering Corp. ... In Polaris speed-

up Lockheed Aircraft is setting up
within its Missiles and Space Division

a new unit headed by Arthur L. Hub-
bard. Purpose is to consolidate missile

modification and checkout functions

for test operations at Santa Cruz and

Long Beach and for Polaris assembly

at Sunnyvale. . . . Hardesty Research

and Development, producer of filament-

wound plastic rocket cases and pressure

vessels, is expanding into a 100,000-

foot plant at Santa Ana.

USAF Eyes AA-5W3
An air-to-ground version of Nord

Aviation's AA-5103, a two-stage solid-

fueled missile controlled by radio link

along its entire flight path, is reported

under evaluation by USAF.
Nord Aviation has just made a deal

with Bolkow-Entwicklingen of Ger-

many to manufacture the air-to-air

version of the 295-pound missile.

Astrodyne Control Shifts

North American Aviation is acquir-

ing full ownership of Astrodyne, Inc.,

McGregor, Tex., which it founded

jointly with Phillips Petroleum Co., in

February, 1958, to produce, research

and develop high-energy rocket fuels.

Terms were not disclosed.

NASA's Novel Rocket

SIX-STAGE ROCKET designed

by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration to

test re-entry friction. Unlike

other rockets, the stages are

phased 1, 2, 3, 6, 5 and 4.

The first three boosters send

the vehicle up to about 200

miles, while the last three send

the vehicle hurtling towards

earth at 16,000 m.p.h. The re-

entry trail—to the point where

the final stage is consumed by

friction with the air—is fol-

lowed by radars and radio re-

ceivers.
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Expanding the Frontiers

of Space Technology in

GUIDANCE

As systems manager for

such major projects as the

Navy POLARIS FBM; DIS-

COVERER Satellite; Army
KINGFISHER; Air Force

Q-5, X-7 and X-17; Lock-

heed Missiles and Space

Division is deeply involved

in improving existing guid-

ance systems and designing

solutions to new problems.

ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS

The Division's projects and

research and development

programs reach far into the

future and deal with un-

known and stimulating en-

vironments. It is a rewarding

future with a company that

has an outstanding record of

progress and achievement.

There are inertial guidance

positions now available at

various Lockheed facilities

and a particular need at our

Vandenberg AFB location. If

you are experienced in guid-

ance work in one or more of

the following areas, or in re-

lated fields, we invite your

inquiry: circuit design; hy-

draulics; dynamic analysis;

servo systems analysis and

design; transistor circuit de-

sign or analog computer
simulation.

Write: Research and Devel-

opment Staff, Dept. G2-29,

962 W. El Camino Real,

Sunnyvale, California. U.S.

citizenship required.

Lockheed
MISSILES AND SPACE

DIVISION

Systems Manager for the

Navy POLARIS FBM;
DISCOVERER SATELLITE;

Army KINGFISHER:
Air Force Q-5 and X-7

SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS,

SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA
CAPE CANAVERAL, PLOR1DA

ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO • HAWAII

propulsion engineering

Heat and mass transfer . . .

as they apply to missiles and aircraft are thoroughly covered in a

new Air Force bibliography available from the Commerce Depart-
ment's Office of Technical Services. The 172-page book is not only

a bibliography of work in heat transfer and mass transfer, but also

a volume of abstracts dealing with specific problems. W. J. Christian

and T. H. Schiffman, Illinois Institute of Technology, compiled the

volume for Wright Air Development Center. They split the volume
into three parts: Local and average mass transfer from surfaces

under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions; local and average
heat transfer from pertinent airfoil surfaces; and correlations be-

tween heat and mass transfer. It's available from OTS at $3.00.

(Order PB 151517.)

Low humidity storage containers . . .

can substitute for some types of dehumidified warehouse storage,

says an Army Ordnance research team. Sprayable, strippable plastic

containers in which it's possible to maintain low humidity statically

or dynamically are reviewed in another Commerce Department, OTS,
publication

—
"Standardization Study of Long-Term Storage Process:

Strippable Film Containers," by W. J. Shields and W. F. McTeague,
Frankford Arsenal. The 20-page study concludes that the plastic

containers "are suitable substitutes for dehumidified warehouse stor-

age of assembled, irregularly shaped material." Essentially, they are

simply coatings sprayed on material requiring storage. Advantages:

low cost of fabrication and maintenance, mobility of stored wheeled

items, light weight, ease of removal.

Storage, without warehouse, up to two years . . .

is possible with the coatings. Storage of more than 10 years is pos-

sible with top coatings of mastic, or with mastic and aluminized

paint. The report compares adhering and nonadhering film materials

and discusses maintenance requirements, cost, and durability of one

to three coats. Some industry people have been thinking about these

coatings in terms of solid propellants. The report is available from

OTS at 75 cents (order PB 151295.).

Astrodyne's insulation . . .

for solid-propellant motors may soon find some non-missile civilian

uses. At least that's the hope of Astrodyne officials who say one firm

already is interested. Astrodyne will not name the firm, its field of

operations, or its possible use for the rubber and asbestos material

described in this column July 6. Officials say that in the meantime

prospective users of the material probably still have to be defense

contractors, but "the situation hasn't come up yet." The insulation

itself is not actually classified, but Astrodyne and the Navy are

guarding details of its composition. Possible civilian uses—Astrodyne

will neither confirm nor deny any of these—include insulation for

high-temperature reacting vessels or combustion chambers; packag-

ing; railroad refrigerator car and reefer truck liners.

Beryllium patent is available . . .

for public use. Patent number 2,872,363 has been released by the

Atomic Energy Commission. It is for a "Method of Working Beryl-

lium." A beryllium billet is sheathed with a jacket of copper or stain-

less steel. It can then be worked by drawing or similar means at

570°F to 750°F. Another patent just released by AEC (No. 2,872,310)

is for producing a binary zirconium antimony alloy which is extremely

hard and corrosion-resistant.
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els' 'Zoonik' Launching

cjses Calm Speculation

Vashington—Russia's announced

it launching of two dogs and a

tit has raised more speculation than

an.

ladio Moscow began excitedly and

fitedly to announce the launching

'he "zoonik" July 6—four days

If it took place.

"he Russians said the dogs—Ot-

unaya and Snezhinka—and an un-

e:ifted rabbit were boosted to a

pit height" by an IRBM and suc-

•sully returned to earth.

"he payload weighed more than

in pounds. The Russians said it was

HSE dogs, shown training in rocket

it . may have taken latest flight.

laheaviest ever hurled into space.

k M/R Oct. 20, 1958)

>Io figures were released on how
Ig the dogs and rabbit traveled.

[ "he Russians said the launching

ia:ed Otvazhnaya's third trip into

re. It came six weeks after the

launched Monkeys Able and

in in the nose of a Jupiter and suc-

Jsully recovered them more than

5*' miles down the Atlantic Missile

a;e.

,he Russians said instruments

bcrd the dog and rabbit flight tele-

kjred information on the ionosphere,

irtreams and the ultraviolet part of

lesolar spectrum.

\ Tie Russians attempted to make
lenost of the launching. Radio Mos-
0' interrupted a broadcast of a foot-

al match to announce the four-day

lcnews. The bulletin then was an-

oiced repeatedly and Soviet acad-

mians hailed the event as "'another

rinph of Soviet science."

ioviet commentators declared that

henissile that launched the '"zoonik"

'a the most powerful single-stage

»Mes and rockets, July 13, 1959

booster ever launched to date. They
said it was "much stronger than any-

thing the Americans have."

However, the Russian boasts brought

little of the alarm previously produced

by Soviet space feats.

Despite the Soviet boasts of paving

the way for space flight, the "zoonik"

was nothing particularly new. Russia

has announced repeated launching and

recovery of dogs. The United States

has recovered two monkeys.

Moreover, the announcement fol-

lowed more than six months of Rus-

sian silence. Not since the sensational

launching of Lunik have they indicated

activity in space exploration. And U.S.

scientists have been expecting the

worst—an announcement that Russia

has put a man into orbit.

The reaction is speculation as to

whether Russia's space program may
—for some unknown reason—have

slipped.

Missile Designed for Firefighting

San Diego—Solar Aircraft Com-
pany has devised a new guided missile

fire fighter that is launched like a

rocket and hovers like a helicopter.

Conceived by Solar engineers, and

dubbed the "Firefly," it will reportedly

fly anywhere within five miles in 40

seconds, just a fraction of the time

required by conventional firefighting

equipment. It is fired and guided by

push buttons to its destination, an air

crash or other site of potential fire.

After reaching a crash scene, the

unmanned craft turns into a helicopter

and hovers over the area. The remote

operator can then flip a switch releas-

ing more than a ton of extinguishing

liquid over the danger area.

According to Solar engineers, the

Firefly does not require any new tech-

nology, but can be built by perfecting

existing systems.

With helicopter blades in its tail

and a fire nozzle in its nose, the Firefly

looks like a small jet aircraft. A solid

propellant rocket under the fuselage

shoots the missile into cruise altitude.

When in flight. Solar reports, the bird

operates as a fixed wing aircraft.

The three rotor blades are locked

back to serve as tail surfaces. It is

transformed into a helicopter by un-

locking its rotors and firing up small

rocket motors in each rotor blade tip.

Solar engineers report that the mis-

sile-helicopter reaches its goal in three

flight stages: 1 ) a ballistic trajectory,

2) powered level flight and glide and

3) deceleration and hovering.

The bird picks up commands from

a remote operator through an elec-

tronic "brain," and translates these

into mechanical control of its devices.

Radar and electronic sensing devices in

the vehicle enable the operator to dis-

cover where and how severe a fire is

and where and how much fire ex-

tinguishing fluid to release.

Mounted on a launcher which has

a quick-opening metal-ribbed plastic

housing for protection against inclem-

ent weather, the Firefly would be

placed opposite a control tower near

landing strips of an airfield.

Ground controls, consisting of a

console and radar panel, would be lo-

cated in the airfield's control tower.

The radar can be tied in with equip-

ment already present at most military

and commercial airfields. Solar says.

The Firefly's body, exclusive of

rotors and dispensing nozzle, is some

16 feet long, and its wing span is

about the same. It weighs about 5000

pounds, including its payload of ex-

tinguishing fluid.



AMPEX
PRECISION
REELS:

I

" •

Maximum Security with

Minimum Clearances

Ever have trouble with the edge-

track data on your magnetic tape?

Possibly an Ampex Precision Reel

could have prevented the difficulty.

How? The secret is in the metal. .

Only Ampex makes precision reels

of magnesium. It gives you thick,

rigid, nontapered flanges that pro-

tect the tape. A strong hub, too,

that doesn't distort under pack
pressure. And because magnesium
is light, Ampex achieves this extra

strength within the weight limits

your recorder is accustomed to.

All this, together with a calculated

design that means minimum clear-

ances and tolerances, gives you a

better tape pack— pass after pass.

The security of Ampex Precision

Reels is available in all conventional

recording sizes.

AMPEX
MAGNETIC TAPE
934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD ClTV, CAUf.

Circle No. 14 on Subscriber Service Card.
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west coast industry . .

.

By FRED S. HUNTER

Someone said recently, "You can't fire unemployment statistics

at the Russians." This seems to us to be a reasonably sagacious

observation on the political byplay going on between the congres-

sional delegations from New York and California over the distribu-

tion of defense contracts. There's no argument about California hav-

ing a disproportionate share of present defense contracts. But there's

also no argument about California having the research capabilities,

the test centers, the manufacturing facilities, the trained personnel

and the overall know-how to do the weapons job. You can't change

these factors by legislation.

Keeping factory doors open in a phase . . .

of defense procurement which the various military services have to

take into consideration. You'll recall the hue and cry that went up
in California when the Air Force cancelled out the Navaho inter-

continental missile and North American Aviation promptly began

laying off employees. Then, a little later, North American picked up
two juicy contracts, one for the F-108 and the other for the B-70,

and a lot of people were surprised because the B-70 contract didn't

go to Boeing, the Strategic Air Command's specialist in big bombers.

So what happened? Boeing became a partner for development and

assembly of the wing and is in the B-70 program in a big way.

Invitations to submit proposals for the missile . . .

carrier for the Eagle project have been issued by the Navy to several

of its experienced prime contractors, such as Chance-Vought,

Douglas-El Segundo, Grumman, McDonnell and North American-

Columbus. We'll venture a prediction that the manufacturer captur-

ing this plum will be Chance Vought. Our reasoning takes into

consideration the cancellation of the Regulus II and the F8U-3.

We're assuming, of course, that there will be little to choose between

designs submitted and that all will meet requirements.

First blasts from the X-15's rocket engines . . .

will be echoing in the upper altitudes over Utah and Nevada by

the end of this month or early in August with the first powered
flight of the research craft. Of comparable significance is the fact

that the No. 3 aircraft has been turned over to the flight test group,

completely finished as far as manufacturing is concerned. This is the

vehicle in which the big 60,000-pound-thrust engine being specially

developed by ThiokoS's Reaction Motors Division will be installed

first. Later on, the No. 1 and No. 2 planes will be retrofitted. North

American has a group test engine at Edwards Air Force Base now
and is scheduled to get a flight engine before long.

Research activities keep right on . . .

becoming more diverse and complex in the missiles and rockets

industry. North American's Rocketdyne Division recently found it

advisable to reorganize its research department into two groups, one

a physical sciences section, the other an engineering sciences section.

Under physical sciences come physics and mathematics, combustion

and heat transfer, electrical propulsion and a chemical group com-

prising theoretical chemistry and chemical engineering. Under engi-

neering sciences come propulsion devices and systems, experimental

instrumentation, research design and a special-products group made
up of igniters and special devices, igniter fabrication and solid

propellant process development.

Peter Masefielcl Bristol Aircraft managing director . . .

evoked an appreciative laugh at the recent IAS session with this

observation: "The principal function of an advanced design depart-

ment nowadays is to keep up with the public relations department."
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contract awards

NAVY
!6,000—Newport News Shipbuilding and
''dock Co., Newport News, Va., Sot con-
iction of two nuclear-powered subma-
ps that will carry Polaris missiles.

1,541—Electric Boat Div., General Dy-
'oics Corp., N.Y., for construction of a
•lear-powered submarine that will
ty Polaris missiles.

01—Hazeltine Electronics Div., Hazel-
!• Corp., Little Neck. L.I., N.T., for

Jgn, development, testing and produc-
i of one Intercept tracking and con-

[
group AN/SPA-43.

00—Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
>gy, Cambridge, for conducting a feasi-

ly study encompassing those aspects
fundamental and applied research re-

fed for the evaluation of a high-speed
jiputer system.
16—Heintz Div., Kelsey Hayes Co.,

ladelphia, for FFAB rocket head.
47—American Machine & Foundry Co.,

falo, for warhead, MK37-0.
86—Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Wal-
Jm, Mass., for Investigation of methods
(improving the operation of cross-field
intrant beam devices.

[0—North American Aviation, Inc., Mis-
Division, Downey, Calif., for conduct-

|
an engineering study of the applica-

i of sandwich and/or other light-
tht structural design and/or combina-
thereof, to the hydrofoil and strut

ion of Sketch PD 4374. Titanium skins
1 be used.
T—Philco Corp., Philadelphia, for vari-
type oscilloscopes.

>—Cooke Engineering Co., San Mateo,
f., for assembly and check-out of mo-
missile tracking units.

[—Whirlpool Corp., Saint Joseph,
p., for developing, testing and furnish-
flve Type I thermoelectric tempera-

ture-controlled chambers including con-
trol circuitry and power supplies.

$39,085—Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyro-
scope Co., Div., Sunnyvale, Calif., for re-

search and development of missile-aircraft

interference study.
$36,004—Nuclear Electronics Corp., Philadel-

phia, for radlac computer-indicator
(Scaler) CF-297.

AIR FORCE
$6,000,000—Avco Corp., Lycoming Div., Strat-

ford, Conn., for production of missile
rocket chambers for second- and third-
stage chambers of "second generation"
Minuteman ICBM.

$2,000,000—Westinghouse Electric Corp., for

manufacture of experimental "hardware"
for infrared, reconnaissance, communica-
tions, telemetry, flight control and other
military applications, using molecules as

building blocks.
$1,500,000—Telecomputing Corporation, Los
Angeles, for the manufacture of spare
valve components.

$810.000—Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Dept. of Aeronautical Engineering,
Instrumentation Laboratory, Cambridge,
for study, design, fabrication and test of
advanced inertial navigation system.

$800,000—The W. L. Maxon Corporation,
N.Y., for fabrication and testing of a fly-

able model of the AN/APS-99 (XY-1)
radar.

$796,664—Thiokol Chemical Corp., Utah Div.,

Brigham City, for 88 M-16E-1 rocket en-
gines for the Mace missile.

$500,000—American Electronics, Inc., Los
Angeles, for design and manufacture of
tactical ground support equipment for

the B-58 "Hustler" jet bomber program
(subcontract from Convair Div. General
Dynamics Corp.).

$439,986—Aeronautical & Instrument Div.,

Robertshaw-Fulton Controls Co., Ana-

heim, Calif., for helium pressure regula-
tors for use on the Titan ICBM (subcon-
tract from The Martin Co., Denver).

$331,416—Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Gyro-
scope Co., Div., Great Neck, L.I., N.Y., for
microwave command guidance system op-
eration and support.

$192,000—Sperry Rand Corp., Sperry Phoenix
Co., Div., Phoenix, Ariz., for guidance data
transponder set.

$191,227—Motorola, Inc., Chicago Military
Electronics Center, for electron tubes.

$159,940—Wentworth Institute, Boston, for
research directed toward physical and
chemical properties of the upper atmos-
phere.

$90,000—Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.,

for continuation of research on "Micro-
wave Solar Radiation."

$50,301—Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos,
Calif., for various electron tubes.

$42,079—Litton Industries of California,
Beverly Hills, for continuation of research
on "Electromagnetic Acceleration of Gas
Plasmas."

$38,574—University of Illinois, Urbana, for
investigation of the use of internal fric-
tion techniques in the study of diffusion
and phase changes in metals.

$35,000—The Catholic University of America,
Washington, D.C., for continuation of re-
search on "Studies of Molecular Physics."

$30,000—University of Western Ontario, Lon-
don, Canada, for research on gas scintil-
lations from ionizing radiations.

$28,980—Mass. Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, for continuation of research
on "Fracture under Plastic Flow."

ARMY
$60,159,214—Western Electric Co., N.Y., for
work on the Nike-Hercules system, includ-
ing missiles, ground equipment, repair
parts, engineering services and improve-
ments on the system (five contracts).

TOPFLIGHT
RESULTS

i . when you place

your classified advertising in

MISSILES AND ROCKETS
Magazine. Every week you

can reach about 30,000 top

men in the booming

missile and rocket

industry. If you want

to buy . . . sell . . . seek

employment . . . send your classified

message today to

MISSILES & ROCKETS
1001 Vermont Avenue, N. W.,

Washington 5, D. C.

Flexible Joints for Handling
Liquid Oxygen

and other missile fuels

BARCO has the specially designed flexible joint

which has passed the official "Qualification Test":

— Used in piping on fueling lines handling liquid oxygen,
JP4 and JP5 fuel, white and red fuming nitric acid, and
other chemicals.

— Provides swivel motion to allow for thermal expansion

and contraction.

— High corrosion resistance. Other special designs available.

For temperatures from -320°F. to -|-1,000°F., and higher.

Also joints for gas and hydraulic service.

Patent

Pending

» *
'.

(Right) 6" -180°
flanged Barco
Flexible Joint for use in

fueling line handling liquid

propellant. Also straight and 90° designs.

BARCO Serving Industry Since 1908
MANUFACTURING CO., 566H Hough St., Barrington, Illinois

Mbs and rockets, July 13, 1959
Circle No. 15 on Subscriber Service Card.
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ground

support

and

test

REPUBLIC VALVES
FREE-FLOW CHECK VALVES

No leakage. 3000 psi. Very
low pressure drop. Can be
furnished to open at 34 to 35
psi. Brass, stainless steel, or

aluminum alloy. Mt" to 2"

pipe or tube. Temp, range
-65° to 200°F.

RELIEF VALVES
Quick unloading, smooth operation. Guided
shut-off piston with stainless steel or Nylon
seat. Pressure range to 4000 psi. Brass, alumi-

num alloy, or stainless

steel. to %" pipe or

tube. Temp, range to
400°F.

HAND PUMP
For hydraulic applications on
missile carrier and support
equipment. Double-acting. 2

cu. in. displacement per cycle.

1000 psi. working pressure.
Aluminum alloy body, stain-

less steel trim. -65° to 160°F.

LEVELATOR VALVE
For automatically maintain-
ing height and level condition
in any vehicle with air spring
suspension. Controls swaying
in transit, and off-level posi-

tion while standing. Appli-
cable to trucks, buses, trailers,

carriers, cranes, etc.

LO-TORQ SELECTOR VALVES
Smooth, easy operation, with low turning
torque because of pressure balancing design.

to 6000 psi. Bronze, steel, or aluminum
alloy. to 2" pipe or tube. 2, 3, 4 ports.

DUAL HAND
PUMP
2 pumps, 2 relief valves, and
2 needle shut-off valves, com-
pactly manifolded for elevat-
ing mechanisms, hydraulic
applications on ground sup-
port equipment, etc. Alumi-
num alloy body, stainless steel

trim. -65° to 160°F.

Distributors in principal cities coast to coast

CHECK RELIEF SELECTOR GLOBE NEEDLE PLUG
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REPUBLIC MANUFACTURING CO.
15655 BROOK PA R K ROAD • CLEVELAND 35, OHIO

Circle No. 16 on Subscriber Service Card.

-contracts-

$13,235,000—Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., N.Y., for
construction, and test operation of a Chemical Corps proc
facility near Newport, Ind. (Prime contractor, The Li
Company)

.

$13,141,192—Chrysler Corp., Detroit, for repair parts on the ,

missile program.

$8,295,767—Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., for ground equl
support equipment and engineering services for the
missile (four contracts). Contractor has subcontract worlK
for the following and desires that subcontractors be locsp

|

the Northeast area: Drafting services, specifications vn
technical, manual preparation.

$6,938,450—Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., for constiffi
of six Atlas launching complexes at Forbes AFB, TopekaH

$4,800,000—Western Electric Co., N.Y., for research and di !,<

ment study for a universal integrated communications H
(Unicom).

$1,572,334—Independent Contractors & Engineers, Dallas, fofcj
struction of launch operations buildings, complexes A, B H
near Forbes AFB, Topeka, Kan. No subcontracts open. 1

$1,415,169—Henry George & Sons, Spokane, Wash., for :H
operations buildings, site and utilities for SM-64 missile H
complexes A, B and C, near Falrchild AFB.

$1 ,000,000—General Electric Co., for outdoor substations and sH
gear for the AF Ballistic Missile Early Warning System |H
near Thule, Greenland (subcontract from Greenland c< r»

tors, Trenton, N.J.).

$430,080—Ampex Corp., Los Angeles, for recorder/reproduce)!

I

$385,411—C. H. Leavell & Co., El Paso, Texas, for missile as: id

building at White Sands Missile Range, N.M.
$320,169—Rheem Manufacturing Co., Downey, Calif., for desijlj
development of warheads. £

$254,460—M.B. Electronics, Inc., New Haven, Conn., for anil
grated complex wave vibration testing system.

$219,652—Western Electric Co., Inc., N.Y., for Nike spare I
and components (six contracts).

$170,632—Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., Pasadena, CallH
oscillographs (two contracts).

$167,694—Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica, Calif., for H
parts and launching area items (three contracts).

$157,558—B. B. Saxon, Fort Walton Beach, Fla„ for constrB
of two Model IV B launcher shelters for G/M launch f .11

at EST site, Santa Rosa Island, Eglin AFB, Fla.

$105,728—Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Charlotte, N.C., for I
spare parts and components (three contracts).

$84.289—ARF Producers, Inc., Raton, N.M., for three miss dlfl
indicator ground stations.

$66.854—Mandrell Industries, Burbank, Calif., for airborne 1H
system.

$61,690—Cooper Development Corp., Monrovia, Calif., for 32
motors, 32 window darts, 62 pyrotechnic fuses.

$50,893—Dana Corp., Toledo, Ohio, for power take-off.

$46,800—Dynamics Research, Inc., Los Angeles, for liquid niil
converter.

$43,118—Anderson-Nichols & Co., Boston, for developmenlB
construction of one data recorder reproducer instrument. I

$35.878—Goodrich-High Voltage Astronautics, Inc., Burllil
Mass., for research on detailed technical scope of first

demonstration of thrust.

$35.175—Union Carbide Corp., National Carbon Co., Div., N.li
power pack Y-155 for M31 rocket.

$25.726—Beckman & Whitley Inc., San Carlos, Calif
streak camera with accessories.

foiyl

BIDS

U.S. Army Engineering District, Detroit, Corps of Engil
1101 Washington Blvd., Detroit 31, Mich.—Construction of 1
tower, including all related work necessary and appurtl
thereto at Selfridge Air Force Base, Mt. Clemens, Mich.—

1

IFB Eng-20-064-59-99. Bid opening 16 July 1959.

Dayton Air Force Depot, Gentile Air Force Station, Dayton,
Attn: Directorate of Procurement and Production. Tube el(

type 5957/E-37B in A/W Spec MIL-E1/1011A (sig) dated I
1

1958 and MIL-E-1D dated 31 March 1958 S/N 5960-581-9956-

each—IFB 33-604-59-779B. Bid opening 28 July 1959.

Directorate. Procurement and Production, Middletown Air M8
Area, Olmsted AFB, Pa. 9135-305-8199 (GSSF) propellan

dimethyl hydrazine in accord with Spec MIL-D-25604B dat

September 1958. Delivery to be made in contractor-funi

returnable drums or Government-furnished drums at the

of the Government (to be packed 350 lbs. per 55-gal. dn
Indefinite quantity. IFB 36-600-59-480. Bid opening 15 July

Electronics Supply Office, Great Lakes, 111. Tube, electron:

type 6249AA, MIL-E-1D, QPL, FSN N5960-543-1143—200

Alternate A—300 each; alternate B—400 each. Estimatec

each. IFB 126-1283-59B. Bid opening 21 July 1959.

missiles and rockets, July 13,



i—when and where-

JULY

i> Technical Commission for Aero-

batics and Los Angeles Section of the

istitute of Radio Engineers, Third

liennial Joint Meeting, Ambassador
[otel, Los Angeles, July 16-17.

(American Rocket Society, Propellants

ifid Combustion Committee, "Propel-

mts, Thermodynamics and Handling
Conference," Ohio Union, Ohio State

niversity, Columbus, July 20-21.

id Annual Institute on Missile Tech-

ology, Chief of Research and De-
Iblopment, U.S. Army, University of

onnecticut, Storrs, July 26-Aug. 7.

i Denver Research Institute of the

niversity of Denver, 6th Annual
ymposium on Computers and Data
tocessing, Stanley Hotel, Estes Park,

olo., July 30-31.

Advertisers' Index
= iet-General Corp., Sub.-General Tire

: Rubber Co 41

ijency—D'Arcy Adv. Co.

vican Bosch Arma Corp 2
*ency—Doyle, Kitchen & McCormick,
'nc.

nex Corp 46
/iency—McCann-Erickson, Inc.

| Mfg. Co 47
ilency—Armstrong Adv. Agency, Inc.

Irian & Whitley, Inc 24
/ency—Gerth, Brown, Clark & Elkus of

nan Francisco, Inc.

'x Aviation Corp., Bendix Products
39

52

ncy—MacManus, John & Adams, Inc.

e*o Instruments, Inc

/
(
ency—Clyde D. Graham Adv.

i

: Goodrich Aviation Products, a Div.

—

1 B. F. Goodrich Co
Ancy—Batten, Barton, Durstine & Os-
orn, Inc.

i!
Goodich Co., The, Sponge Products

C. 20
Asncy—Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.

o'year Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., The .. 3
^sncy—Kudner Agency
Hear Rivet Tool Co 27

uSrd Corp., Div. of Siegter Corp 51

^incy—Cole, Fischer & Rogow, Inc.

Jtes Aircraft Co 8
Aincy—Foote, Cone & Belding

Mr Mfg. Co 33
Aancy—Meermans, Inc.

t|ational Business Machines Corp. ..34,35
wncy—Benton & Bowles, Inc.

iffleed Aircraft Corp
qfornia Div 28

is!-e System Div 44
Ancy—Hal Stebbins, Inc.

i«le-Heppenstall Co
A ncy—A. E. Aldridge Associates

Co., Mincom

23

Ajncy—Reach, McClinton & Co., Inc.

"

injsota Mining & Mfg. Co., Missile In-
ulry Liaison
Ajncy—Batten, Barton, Durstine & 6s-

;>rn, Inc.

31

>rrop Corp
A|ncy—Edwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan',

Wlic Mfg. Co
A|ncy-^l. N. Paterson & Associates
SWhite Dental Mfg. Co., Industrial Div
Ancy—W. L. Towne Co., Inc.

ilpYMENT SECTION
sijal Electric Co
Aflcy—Deutsch & Shea, inc.

J_ CLASSIFIED

f^ELITY components, tape recorders,
_>Pes at wholesale prices. Send for

N
C
c is

8116
'
CARSTON 215-RM, East
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AUGUST
Institution of Investigation of Biological

Sciences, Sponsor: Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, Aeromedical Div.,
World Health Organization, Monte-
vedio, Uruguay, Aug. 2-7.

Association of the U.S. Army, Annual
Meeting, Sheraton-Park Hotel, Wash-
ington, D.C., Aug. 3-5.

American Astronautical Society, Second
Annual Western Regional Meeting,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Aug-
4-5.

William Frederick Durand Centennial
Conference, The Problems of Hyper-
sonic And Space Flight, Stanford Uni-
versity, Stanford, Calif., Aug. 5-7.

Institute of Radio Engineer's Professional

Group on Ultrasonics Engineering,

First National Ultrasonics Symposium,
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.,

Aug. 17.

Institute of Radio Engineers, Western
Electronic Show and Convention, Cow
Palace, San Francisco, Aug. 18-21.

American Rocket Society, Gas Dynamics
Symposium, Northwestern University,

Evanston, 111., Aug. 24-26.

Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences' Na-
tional Specialists Meeting, A Sympo-
sium on Anti-Submarine Warfare,
(classified), San Diego, Aug. 24-26.

Army-Navy Instrumentation Program,
Annual Meeting, Symposium and In-

dustry Briefing, Statler Hilton Hotel,

Dallas, Aug. 31 -Sept. 2.

International Astronautical Federation,

10th Annual Congress, Church House,
Westminster, London, Aug. 31 -Sept. 5.

SEPTEMBER
Air Force Office of Scientific Research

and General Electric Company's Mis-
sile and Space Vehicle Department,
Conference on Physical Chemistry in

Aerodynamics and Space Flight, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Sept. 1-2.

University of California, 1959 Cryogenic
Engineering Conference, Berkley, Calif.,

Sept. 2-4.

Air Force Association and Panorama:
send Reservations to AFA Housing
Bureau, P. O. Box 1511, Miami Beach,
Sept. 3-6.

AFOSR/Directorate of Aeronautical Sci-

iences, Office of Naval Research, Na-
tional Science Foundation, Sixth Mid-
western Conference on Fluid and
Solid Mechanics, University of Texas,

Austin, Sept. 9-11.

Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences,

Western Regional Meeting on Fron-
tiers on Science and Engineering, Los
Angeles, Sept. 16-17.

Standards Engineering Society, Boston
Section Eighth Annual Meeting, Hotel
Somerset, Boston, Sept. 21-22.

Instrument Society of America, Confer-
ence and Exhibit, Chicago, Sept. 21-25.

Industrial Nuclear Technology Conference,

sponsored by Armour Research Foun-
dation of Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology, Nucleonics Magazine, and
Atomic Energy Commission, Morrison
Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 22-24.

EMPLOYMENT

ENGINEERS — SCIENTISTS

lA/orkon

TOTAL

SOLUTIONS
to Major

Defense Probletns

at General Electric's

Defense Systems

Department

You'll find greater opportunities in

Systems Engineering in an organi-

zation whose charter has a breadth
and scope seldom met in industry:

— to find total solutions to specific

large scale defense problems requiring

the integration of diverse fields of

knowledge and equipments. These
problems will be of sufficient magni-

tude and duration to justify the

allocation by General Electric of con-

siderable numbers of highly qualified

scientists and engineers to contribute

systems program management and sys-

tems engineering support— on pro-

grams such as:

ATLAS • DYNA-SOAR • SENTRY
. . . and other highly classified systems

which cannot be listed here.

Immediate Opportunities for:

Systems Program Engineers
Systems Management Engineers
Guidance Equation Engineers
Data Processing Engineers

Electronic Systems Management Engrs.
Operation Analysts

Systems Logistics Engineers
Engineering Psychologists

Forward your confidential resume at an early

date. Whereas growth potential here is evi-

dent—both for DSD and the engineers who
join us — the positions filled during these

early months will carry significant "ground-

floor" benefits.

(Write fully to Mr. E. A. Smith

>; i > ) ) ))))) Dept. 7-S.

ass

FFF1
Defense Systems Department

A Department of the Defense Electronics Division

GENERAL® ELECTRIC
300 South Geddes Street

Syracuse, New York
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editorial

Components Reliability: What's Needed?

The velocity of change in the exploding fields of

missiles and their related technology is so great that

each day's effort brings new concepts, new designs

and new developments.

Still there apparently never seems to be a lack

of such choice phrases as: "Let's advance the state-

of-the-art," or "We have to beat them to . .
." (and

you name the astronautical position), etc.

This is all well and good because this nation

advances when there's a sense of urgency in the

prodding. But it occurs that there's still lethargy in

one important area; components reliability.

On page 14 of this issue of M/R, a guest

writer makes the point that "too much engineering

time and attention has been devoted to perfecting

an assembly of complicated components, and not

enough to perfecting individual parts and—even

more important—the basic materials themselves."

He says that a by-product of this misplaced em-
phasis is that much R&D effort is expended not in

the laboratory but on the shop or factory floor

—

the least efficient and most expensive place for R&D.
To this we would like to add another tragic fact:

Too many thousands of components going into mis-

sile systems are not designed specifically for the

particular missile involved. In far too many in-

stances they're off-the-shelf components usually de-

signed for a variety of applications which too often

are either modified or put beyond their performance
parameters to fit into a missile system. Missile fail-

ures frequently are the costly result.

Let's cite some statistics pertaining to the Nike-

Hercules. The system consists of approximately

1 ,500,000 individual parts, ranging in weight from
the smallest fraction of an ounce to hundreds of

pounds. It contains one quarter of a million feet of

wire, two thousand vacuum tubes, and a host of

functional components, such as gyroscopes, servo-

mechanisms, and electronic computers. Approxi-

mately 80,000 engineering drawings are required to

depict the system on paper. The prime contractor

utilizes 3300 subcontractors and suppliers scattered

across the country. The system alone uses—directly

or indirectly—practically every raw material used

by American industry, and provides work to some
extent for nearly every type of industry in the

country.

With so many subcontractors and suppliers it is

virtually impossible for the prime, military or major
subs, to specify in precise detail the performance

parameters for each component. What usually hap-
j

pens is that in known critical systems areas, great

reliability attention is paid to some components, i

while other components that might be subjected to

the same vibration, shock and g-forces go practically !

unnoticed. The choice phrase
—"random" failure is

j

then offered to the public.

There is the argument that missile systems would
be priced out of the pocketbook of the American

j

taxpayer if each component were designed for a I

specific missile application. Components manufac-
turers themselves are reluctant to fire up assembly

j

lines and produce for a specific application. "Why
j

should we," many say, "when we can make one item
j

and sell it to many customers?"

But as man prepares for space, government and I

industry are becoming more cognizant that he is too !

valuable a commodity to risk on a 98.2% reliability
j

factor. More will be required to satisfy an American
j

public which will become irate and aroused when
i he first life is lost.

Won't it be a little bit too late then to explain I

why more emphasis was not placed on this field?

This fact should be told now: the reliability stand- j.

ards necessary for man in space will entail far more !

government action and fund support than has ever I

been evidenced in the past decade of missile develop-
}.

ment.

To say that it will be costly is an understatement. 1

But you don't build a high-speed racing car that I

wins high-performance races by revamping an ex- 1
isting 65 hp engine. In the same way, you don't de- tj

velop highly reliable spacecraft by using the same fi

parts that are in the home television set.

What do we do about all this? First, it will be 1

up to government to strengthen its present, mostly I

inadequate reliability requirements to such a par— 1

as the enviable standards being achieved with fuzing

ami arming. Next, government must furnish the I
financial incentive for components manufacturers

j)(

to start designing parts from the ground up. We M

must insure that components are given the most
J

thorough testing in the laboratory—not in the shop fi

or at a firing range—before they are wedded into
||

the subsystems picture.

Then and only then will we see a marked im- I

provement in reliability. Maybe then the scientists
|

can quit sending up missiles with just prayers and |r

hopes. We'll have something we know will work. This II

is as the science of rocketry should be.

Don Perry

50 missiles and rockets, July 13,
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

missiles and rockets
.,

—
or additional information about any product or service advertised

entioned in the editorial pages of this issue of Missiles and

ts:

Tse the attached prepaid reply cards. Circle numbers shown on

:ply card that correspond with numbers appearing beneath items

:bed. If no circle number accompanies the article or advertise-

i give page number (and advertiser's name) on line provided at

:n of the card.

'our requests for information will be forwarded promptly to the

tinies concerned.

NEW PRODUCT BRIEFS
I TUBE. An advanced type of

titensifier tube that can "see"

tig atom or the faintest star

i developed by the Westing-

eetric Corp.'s electronic tube

r The new tube amplifies the

. ;ring at one end to produce an

i much as 3000 times brighter

lorescent screen at the opposite

Kst important use of the new

i expected to be in the nuclear

v'ere it will permit photographic

(if atomic particle reactions. Two

of Michigan Physicists, Mar-

H and Lawrence W. Jones, have

yjsed the tube in a luminescent

>i system to produce photographs

|f from the path of a single

:barticle. Pictures can be taken

h tube of the minute light scin-

ii, that occur when certain ma-

re struck by nuclear particles

el by "atom smashers." The na-

ithese fleeting scintillations gives

formation on the nuclear re-

i iiing observed. In astronomy, the

iibe can further intensify the

tif giant telescopes when viewing
: ;t stars, or it could be used in

U to obtain pictures of far dis-

sts and galaxies. The tube can

niy its own output simply by

icthe light output back through

iri with a system of mirrors. Four

e ubes feeding into each other

lel.es would be able to produce

hji of a single photoelectron.

N 225 on Subscriber Service Card.

KR TUBE. A new high-sensitivity

tfnal counter tube, WL-7243, de-

i |0 detect thermal neutrons in

urange from 8 x 10-* to 8 x 10'

ir'cmV second is now available

tHWestinghouse Electric Corpora-

Gitaining an aluminum body, the

V consists of three individual

final counters; each one inch in

it! and 10% inches long and
vh BF, enriched to 96 per cent

f'on-10 isotopy. Operating at

v<s, the sensitivity of the WL-7243
»F>ximately 13 counts/neutrons/

II pulses arising from incident

ia photons are sufficiently small

i Used out by suitable diserimina-

ir< try.

226 en Subscriber Service Card.

PULSE GENERATOR. A completely

transistorized battery or ac operated

pulse generator has been announced by

Solidyne. The unit features a design

allowing versatile operating characteris-

tics without the penalty of size, weight

and heavy power drain usually asso-

ciated with such units. Compactness

and low power drain (less than 2 watts)

are accomplished by unique transistor-

ized circuitry. Short-circuit proof 15-volt

positive and negative pulse outputs are

provided with separately controlled

amplitudes. Pulse width can be varied

from 0.5 to 100 microseconds with a

rise time less than 0.1 microsecond.

Repetition rate can be continuously

varied between 20 and 5000 pps and

provision for an external sync, source

is featured. Output pulse delays of up

to 100 microseconds and anticipation

up to 10 microseconds, relative to sync,

output, are also included.

Circle No. 227 on Subscriber Service Card.

MIDGET RELAYS. Kurman Electric Com-
pany, a subsidiary of Crescent Petroleum

Corp. has introduced th? Series 51

C

Midget Relay; the smallest, lightest plate

circuit relay offering self-wiping con-

tacts, dc operation only. Standard ad-

justment— 10 milliwatts. (5ICB44D fac-

tory adjusted for 5 milliwatt operation

—

others can be field adjusted— I amp
contact rating.) Adjustable 2 amp
SPDT screw contacts. New rigid front

pile-up. Variations—including 5 amp
contact, H. S. Military relays coils to

20,000 ohms available. Mounting 2

#6-32 tapped holes on 0.437" centers.

Circle No. 228 on Subscriber Tervlce Card.

OHMMETER. A new technique for ac-

curately measuring low resistances (mil-

liohms) has been devised by Electro

Instruments, Inc. Possible applications

include measuring the resistance of

fuses, conductors and transformer wind-

ings. The new instrument will measure

resistance to an accuracy or ± I milli-

ohm over the full range of I milliohm

to 9999 milliohms. Sensitivities of 100

microhms are available at slightly re-

duced accuracy. Scanning and print out

modules can be added to form auto-

matic component testing systems.

Circle No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.
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MISSILE LITERATURE
PRESSURE SWITCHES. Consolidated

Controls Corporation, a subsidiary of

Consolidated Diesel Electric Corpora-

tion, has issued a new condensed cata-

log covering airborne pressure switches.

The catalog lists general-purpose pres-

sure switches, including pneumatic and
hydraulic types, high vibration models
and differential pressure units. In addi-

tion, special application units, such as

altitude switches, high-temperature (650-

degree Fahrenheit) models and pressure

ratio switches, and aircraft gauges are

discussed.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

FERRITE DEVICES. Two new catalog

sheets summarizing data on coaxial fer-

rite isolators and "Tee" ferrite circula-

tors have been made available by Syl-

vania Electric Products Inc. Sylvania is a

wholly-owned subsidiary of General Tele-

phone & Electronics Corporation. Twen-
ty-three types of coaxial ferrite isolators

are shown on one of the sheets, cover-

ing frequencies from I to 1 1 kilomega-

eycles. Available units cover an octave

of bandwidth over this range. The units

offer isolation between 10 and 35 db
with I db of insertion loss. Any of them
can be delivered with up to 80 db iso-

lation, according to Thomas D. Fuller,

marketing manager of Sylvania's Special

Tube Operations. "Tee" ferrite circula-

tors as small as one-fourth the size of

conventional circulators are described on

the other sheet. The miniaturization has

been achieved in part by designing the

units in a shunt T configuration. One of

the new units described, the broadband
FD-TC50I, offers 20 db isolation at 0.3

db insertion loss from 5.925 to 6.425

kilomegaeycles.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

THYRATRON. A new technical bulle-

tin from CBS-Hytron, tells how Thyra-

tron tubes differ from conventional am-
plifier types. In it, author Bud Tomer
explains the mechanism of ionization,

describes the "critical characteristic"

curve, and discusses the effects of tem-

perature on ionization time and tube

life. Installation precautions are also

given.

Circle No. 203 on Subscriber Service Card.

GENERAL CATALOG. The Electro Me-
chanical Instrument Division of Con-
solidated Electrodynamics Corp. an-

nounces the availability of its new Gen-
eral Catalog. The divisions's entire line

of dynamic-measuring and recording in-

struments including oscillographs, data

amplifiers and bridge balances; vibra-

tion measuring equipment; and power
supplies is described. A summary of

specifications for CEC standard galvan-

ometers is also included.

Circle No. 303 on Subscriber Service Card.

WELDING MANUAL. The /

Welding Society has announ,

publication of an Arc Welding
Manual specifically designed f
ers and instructors of manual rj|

welding. Contents include weldiiB

esses and recommended safe)
j

tices, the metal-arc process, accjj

exercises in arc welding, arc

equipment, identification of mel

metals and their structure. Pro)

lustrated, the manual contains

drawings, halftones and tables,

terial was prepared in responsi

quests from schools and indu

a training manual of basic arc

information which would be a <

instructors and a reference to

Fifty pages are devoted to arc

exercises and the various technic

be mastered by following the

tions.

Circle No. 305 on Subscriber Sarvi

CATALOG. Will Corp.'s latest

supplement describes the new

"StereoZoom" microscopes wit

terrupted, continuously variable,

fication and the 1959 Precisio

Ovens with electronic temperatt

trol and higher heat range. Of
interest is the newly-designed

constant Temperature Circulator

rer, pump and temperature c

in one unit. The CTC is housed

compact and shock resistant cha:

is equipped with a transistor r<

cuit for precise control of ba

peratures. Other items include

ture determination, direct-readi

anee that simplifies dry'n weii

tines, and flexible, waterproof,

tapes which won't burn out and a

for heating large bulky contain

conducting pipes.

Circle No. 306 on Subscriber Servl

RECTIFIERS. A handbook on

rectifiers has been issued by

Electric Co. This book, which sh

of interest to all design engines

such rectifiers, contains consl

basic information on the product!

and design characteristics. It i

all rectifier components manuf

by GE, contains application work

circuit information, cooling, and

cation techniques.

Circle No. 307 on Subscriber Servl*

BROCHURE. A brochure has been re-

leased by M. Ten Bosch, Inc. describing

three basic Force Balance Pressure Trans-

ducers; Static Pressure, Pressure Ratio,

and Pressure Difference. Transmission of

computed quantities by means of elec-

trical servo loops permits remote indica-

tion and tie-in with navigational com-
puters, autopilots and other systems for

aircraft and missile control are de-

scribed.

Circle No. 304 on Subscriber Service Card. f



Dial in" essential engineering data. Hufford Spin Forge forms up to 3^ ton of hardest metal

he or a thousand times, without reliance upon human memory or artisanry. Because input is

lectronically applied, the effect is "a machine with a memory." Time between tool completion

nd delivery of a perfect part is brought to a minimum, because the machine "reports" to

figineering precisely. Given approved data, each new start produces an identical part,

flaterial savings and product uniformity become automatic. Complete automation, never before

pplied to machinery of this type, is the important "reason why." For information concern-

lg the application of Hufford Spin Forging to your require-

lents, write: The Hufford Corporation, 1700 E. Grand Avenue,

I Segundo, California... a division of The Siegler Corporation.
I



Martin picks

Electro

Instruments

D.C. Amplifiers

for TITAN
ground support

equipment

Model A12's pass rugged military environ-

mental tests for altitude, shock, temperature,

humidity and electro interference.

Design and construction techniques used in the Model A12
amplifier are fully two years ahead of the field! These
advanced techniques enabled the Model A12 to meet stiff

environmental qualification tests which resulted in their

being selected by Martin engineers for use in the Titan

ground support equipment.

Use of totally transistorized circuits gives the A12 unmatched
reliability and performance, and minimizes heat dissipation

problems inherent in vacuum tube instruments. Plug-in

etched circuit boards and modular internal construction

make servicing and maintenance checks easy— the amplifier

can be disassembled and reassembled in less than 10 minutes.

Your E-I representatives can give you complete information.

Plug-in attenuators of the

A12 provide convenience,

flexibility, economy. Special

variations, gain settings,

etc., can be tailored to your

system at no extra cost.

Totally transistorized-dissipates only 7 watts.

Drift less than 2 microvolts for 200 hours.

.01% linearity and stability.

100 megohms input impedance -40 milliohms

output impedance.

ildbOCto 10KC.

Noise less than 10 microvolts wideband.

Single ended or differential input

Operates to specifications from 0° to 50C
Self-contained power supply- operates on any

tine frequency from 50400 cps.

Mil-type chopper gives unmatched reliability

for the life, of the instrument.

T't 19" panel accommodates 8 instruments.

eotro instryments, inc 3540 AERO COURT
SAN DIEGO 11, CALIF.




